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Organized 1888
Dividends 51/2% Since 1907
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DIVIDEND NOTICE
Rockland Loan & Building Association
Owners of Shares in the Sixty-Second Series of the
Rockland Loan & Building Association are hereby
notified that a

Dividend of $4.86 per Share

Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable In
advance: single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and
very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established in
The outstanding talking picture
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established and
consolidated with the Gazette In 1882. The of 1930, "The Vagabond King" will
Free Press was established’ In 1855 and In be at Strand Theatre next week,
1891 changed Its name to the Tribune. These
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday.
papers consolidated March 17, 1897.

$202.78 per Share
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A man must become wise at his own
expense.—‘Montaigne.
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‘DEAR OLD MAINE"

There are 147 Shares outstanding in this Series, on
which shareholders have paid in

$21,168.00

Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Andrews Are
Leaving Florida For Warren the
Coming Week

<

Dividends added amount to

$8,640.66
Present value

$29,808.66
This may be withdrawn in CASH, or reinvested in
4% Matured Stock Certificates, or ADVANCE
PAYMENT CERTIFICATES which pay about 5%.
Shares are Issued at any time. No back payments.
Office 18 School Street
Opposite Postoffice
Rockland, Maine
508 tl

Safety Harbor, Fla., April 20
Editor of The Courier-Gazutte:—
We plan to leave for our home in
Dear Old Maine April 129. We have
enjoyed a .pleasant winter here, whl'e
the amount of sunshine has not been
up to par, we realize the State of
Florida doesn’t control the weather,
and so we never complained about
the rain and the cool weather, al
though it was a great disappoint
ment to many of the tourists who have
been coming here for years to have
such an unusual amount of rain and
cool weather. This has been a beau
tiful month so far and the flowers are
all in full bloom, the foliage all green
and nature looks its best.
A few of our Knox County boys
are still lingering here but no doubt
all will leave before the middle of
May. I see our good friend Seth
Wetherbee often and he is enjoying
the sunshine, but looks forward with
pleasure on his return to Dear Old
Maine.
R. J. Andrews
WHEN IN NEW YORK—HemtmMr Mat yo.
can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette with
Ihe home news, et HoUlInz’i News Agency
018 West 40th street.

for less than.

WANTED

Peeled Pulpwood
Pejepscot Paper Company

A MONTH

BRUNSWICK, MAINE
50-51

Jewels, heirlooms, valuable contracts
and securities—isn’t their safety
worth 25 cents a month to you?
For that will cover the cost of a thiefproof, fire-proof, loss-proof safety
deposit.box in our vault. Don’t de
lay; rent today 1

WANTED
An Agent in each of the
following localities:
Rockland, Thomaston, Warren,
Camden, Lincolnville, Stonington,
Vinalhaven, North Haven. Splen
did positions for the right man or
woman. Part or full time.

Rockland Savings Bank

Eastern Furniture Co.

Rockland

283 MAIN ST.

29Stf

FROM ARIZONA WAY

ROCKLAND
46-51

(Its premiere Jn Boston made the
most spectacular hit ever scored by
a talkie and the success has been
everywhere repeated.
It is clean,
beautifully directed with authentic
backgrounds and a real, smashing
story. The color is by far the most
perfect yet recorded and the actors
and actresses are excellent. It iB not
a silly tale giving opportunities for
song and dance. It is rather a real
play with the truly remarkable
songs and choruses blending fully
with the story.
Dennis King has
a superb voice and is a finished per
former. Jeanette MacDonald far out
shines her stellar work with Cheva
lier in "The Dove Parade." O. P.
Heggle, the English actor is a mas
ter as King Louis XI and in the opin
ion of many critics carries off the
histronic honors.
Of course Dennis King is the high
light and here is presented a brief
story of his career.
Dennis King was bon in Coventry,
Warwickshire, England, nearly 30
years ago. His one great ambition
was to become an actor. When he
was fourteen years of age, he ran
away from school to become a call
boy in John Drlnkwater’s repertory
theatre in Birmingham. He applied
for a job as an actor and was given
polite regrets.
The breaking out of the world war
delayed King’s theatrical career four
years. Although only sixteen, he
cheerfully added two to his age dur
ing an interview with recruiting offi
cers. He enlisted as a private and
served throughout the conflict. He
was wounded but now makes light
of the injury. . When the war end
ed, King returned to London more
than ever determined to be an actor.
His ambition had been inflamed by
numerous appearances in army
theatricals.
In 1926 he came to the United
States to appear in "Monsieur Beaucaire.” For a time he was a member
of a stock company in Washington.
D. C. Yielding to persistent advice
from friends he started taking sing
ing lessons.
To his surprise, his
teacher agreed with the friends.
More dramatic stage roles followed
for the young actor while he con
tinued to train what was soon to be
come known as his "golden voice.”
Then came his first genuine tri
umph. He was chosen for the star
ring role of Francois Villon in the
musical romance, “The Vagabond

"Porter H. Adams, now for some
months at the Desert Sanatorium in
Tucson in the State of Arizona, for
rest and recuperation, writes that he
expects to return to his hangar at
Thetford in Vermont June 1. This
message ought to rejoice an army of
admirers not only because it means
renewed communion on our part but
also more than all this, improved
health on his part.
"It would be presumptuous in this
Weekly to set out to identify Porter
Adams with live people but, for those
Rip Van Winkles who happen to read,
be it said, that as an accomplished
aviator he has been as often seen in
the heavens as the plain people are
seen at a delicatessen for three eggs.
He was until recently the head of
the National Flying Club at Wash
ington. More than all this, he is one
of those too scarce thoroughbreds who
draws and holds men as effectually as
does molasses paper the insect.”
The above is from Bob Washburn’s
weekly letters in the Boston Tran
script. and will interest the many
friends made by Mr. Adams while he
was on duty in connection with the
Rockland Naval Training Station
during the World War.
PRISON POPULATION

The State prison at Thomaston,
Knox County, has a population of
253. exclusive of the prison farm not
yet tabulated according to returns of
the Federal census released by su
pervisor Fred ,R. Walton.
King,” The play ran for more than
a full season in New York and re
peated its Broadway triumph in Chi
cago and Philadelphia. When Para
mount purchased the screen rights
to "The Vagabond King,” there was
no question about who was to play
and sing the starring role. It had
to be Dennis King.
,
King is just a trifle under six feet
tall and weighs 155 pounds. He has
a lithe athletic figure and is noted
for his dynamic energy. He likes all
sorts of sports and is an excellent
swimmer. He is an expert fencer,
having been forced to acquire the
fine pidnts of the sport for his stage
work. He also plays polo and tennis.
His eyes are blue and he has light
brown hair.
Your rug problems can be settled
with satisfaction guaranteed by call
ing The People’s Laundry, Limerock
street, Tel. 170. We shampoo your
rugs and return them promptly, like
new
124-tf

A Modern Cottage

at Crescent Beach
My large Cottage at Crescent Beach is For Sale. It is in a
choice location, has every modern convenience and a twocar Garage. The whole place is in perfect shape.

EDWARD O’B. GONIA
At Gonia’s, in The Bicknell

Tel. 710

= At the Sign
!North National Bank

A CHECK BOOK

Protection Plus Privacy
for $3.00 a year

Is just as convenient and safer to carry than
money.

Learn to pay your bills by check and receive a
permanent receipt for all money expended.
Thia convenience and protection is yours free of

When you rent a safe deposit
box at the Rockland National
Bank you receive, in addition
to protection against fire and
theft, a degree of privacy that

is not obtainable in any other
way.

Safe Deposit customers at this
bank are • given the use of a
special room where they may
perform any work in connec
tion with the contents of their
safe deposit box with the as

surance of absolute privacy.

When such service and pro
tection can be purchased for

as little as one cent a day there
seems to be no good reason
why everyone who has any
valuable papers, trinkets or
heirlooms should be without a
safe deposit box.

We have recently installed
new boxes. We should be glad
to show them to you and ex
plain our service more fully at
any time that suits your con
venience.

Our vault offers the highest
degree of protection possible
and contains boxes in a suffici
ent variety of sizes to fit any
requirements.

charge at thia bank.

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!
We wish to inform our many friends that we are
now staying at

Rockland
National Bank
-A

We will continue to give the same square deal we
have in the past and want to say that

ROCKLAND, MAINE

We Are In No Way Connected With Any
Other Poultry Buyer

Banking Institution

YES SIR, WERE GROWING

With only one ward to be heard | pected that the result is very gratify
lng.
Here are the figures—"pre liminary
population under the new census will anil subject to correetlon”- -accordnot fall far below 9000. The missing ing to Supervisor iWotton:
1920
l t«3i«
ward is Seven, and assuming that Ward
1139
1090
it has the same number of inhabitants Ward
905
855
1034
that it did in 1920, Rockland's popu Ward
1762
1085
1109
lation at the present time would be Ward
1708
I Ward
1313
8880, as compared with 8100 under I Ward
1463
6
1344
the census of 1920.
Ward
646
This is so far in excess of what
many conservative persons had exTotal
(What?)
8100
from it is certain that Rockland's

TALK OF THE TOWN
OfT'the''Teniati»nai'^aik^Tuccls"
“The Vagabond Ring” wf.ll be at
Strand Theatre Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday.

John H. De Orsay, well known in
this city, is treasurer of the De Orsay
Drug Store, a new corporation just
formed in Waterville. Gertrude D.
De Orsay is clerk.
Charles M. Driscoll of Roxbury,
Mass., pleaded guilty in Municipal
Court Thursday afternoon to driving
a motor truck which carried 5190
pounds more than the law allowed.
Fine and costs amounted to $56.02.
The truck js owned by the T. G.
Buckley Co. of Dorchester, Mass.

This is the day of the seventh an
niversary of the present management
of the F. J. Simonton Co. and the
rhe Seesaw Population Town Miss Snow, Librarian, Gives opening of their S.&IH. Green Stamps
plan. The store is in gala attire
Has 426 More Inhabitants
a Comprehensive Review for the birthday sale with extra
salespeople in attendance. The large
Than In 1920
For Teachers’ Club
southern window is filled with pre
miums given by the stamp people
The population of St. George , ac
At the meeting of the Teacher’s and is attracting much comment.
cording to the census Just completed Reading Club held April 9, Miss Mar
is 2080, an increase of 426 in the past garet Snow, librarian, gave a most
At the meeting of Blue Bonnet
10 years.
interesting review of recent popular Troop Girl Scouts Monday nine
Few towns have ishown greater fiction. The charming manner in merit badges were awarded. Several
of the new suits have arrived and
fluctuation in the number of in which she portrayed glimpses Into
prove to be far more attractive than
habitants. Back in 1850 it 'was 2217. the various hooks served to make the former uniform. It was voted to
It gained 500 in the next 10 years, each member of the club eager to conduct a cooked food sale Saturday
only to lose 400 in the next decade, read them. The list reviewed fol afternoon under the auspices of the
younger girls of the Troop, those rang
this seesaw performance being re lows:
(
ing from 10 to 12 years. The cast for
peated until 1910 when there was a
Novels and stories: -Young Man of “Connie Turns the Trick" which is
change of only five from the pre iManhatten (Brush); Heirs, (Can to be presented by the older girls in
ceding census. The greatest loss was
non); Roper’s Row, (I)eeping); Mas about two weeks was announced:
in 1920, and it is very gratifying to
queraders, (Heyer); The Uncertain Connie, Dorothy Lawry; Miss Tooms,
see that it is being retrieved.
Irene Lunden; Hannah Marsh, Berna
Trumpet,
(Hutchinson);
Another
9t. George has 57 farms.
dette Snow; Beth Karson, Avis Love
population figures for the last
Day,
CFarnol); Married
Money, joy; Arabella Brown, Mary Stockdecades are:
(Powel); Swift Water, (Boring); bridge; Mrs Truesdale, Elsie How
1850
2217
Passion Flower, (Norris); Laughing ard; Madge Arlington. Mary Lawry;
1860
2716
Boy, (LaFarge); The Mountain Dora Hammond, Helen Rubenstein;
1870
2318
1880
(Chapman); {Home-place,
(Chap and Dulcie Layland, Alice Gay.
2875
man); Basquerle, (Kelly); Book of
1890
2491
Boston, on May 5, will witness the
Bette, (Kelly); The Window, (Rose1900
2206
man); Visitors to Hugo, (Roseman); arrival of hundreds of dentists from
1910
2201
Jalna. and White Oaks of Jalna (De all over New England, and from
1920
1654
1930
2080
La Roche); Splendor of God, (Will- many other states, for the opening
sie); Good Companions, (Priestly); session of the 66th annual convention
Beautiful Years, (Dandelion 'Days, and of the Massachusetts Dental Society.
LINCOLN BAPTIST
The Pathway, (Williamson); Coronet The convention is to he held at the
(Komroff); All Our
Yesterdays, Copley Plaza Hotel and will continue
Annual Session At Littlefield (Tomlinson); Case bf (Sergeant until Friday afternoon, May 9. This
(Sweig); Mystery Stories— annual meeting brings each year to
Church Tuesday — Noted Grischa,
The W Plan (Seton); The 5:18 Mys- Boston some of the outstanding lead
ter, (Parjeon); While the Patient ers of this country in various
Missionary
Slept, (Eberhart); # Poisoned Choco branches of dentistry. They have a
The 126th annual meeting of the lates Case, (Berkley); The Slip-car place on the convention program as
Lincoln Baptist Association will be riage Mystery, (Brock); Man From speakers or leaders of the clinics.
held at the Littlefield Memorial the River, (Cole); Historical—Field This year will be no exception in this
of Honor, (Byrne); Whirlwind, (Da respect as many noted dentists are
Church Tuesday.
The annual sermon will he preached vis); iRome Haul, (Edmonds); Ci coming from various parts of New
at 11 a. m. by Rev. Philip C. Hughey marron. (Ferber); Early Candlelight, York State, from Illinois, Penn
and‘at 11.30 there will he an address (Lovelace); Arundel, (Roberts); The sylvania, Washington. I). C„ Minne
Wave, (Scott); ‘Dobe .Walls, (Ves- sota, Rhode Island and from other
by Rev. Benjamin Beatty on “Signifi
|tai);
Bird of God
El
Greco, states.
cance of Pentecost.”
(Hersch).
Crouch
back,
(Oman);
In the afternoon (2.15) Secretary
Character
Stories—iMiracle.
of
Pine Tree Council, Boy Scouts of
J. S. Pendleton will deliver an address
Peille (Campbell); (Fugitive’s Return, America, has just issued1 a list of
on "The Outstanding Needs of Our
(Glaspell); Galaxy. (Rrtz); Five and junior Scout requirements which are
Convention.”
The woman’s hour,
Ten, (Hurst); Pure Gold, (Rolvaag); to be used in connection with the
presided over by Mrs. H. M. Puring- Borgia, (Gale); The Buffer, (Rice);
local troops, and which are being
ton begins at 2.45, and the speaker
Ultima Thule, (Richardson); Six introduced for the first time at the
will be Dr. W. A. Stanton of South Mrs. Greenes, (Lea); Young Mrs.
meetings of this week. In Troop 6.
India, who will tell of his experi Greeley, (Tarkington); Hans Frost,
Scoutmaster William Milligan, there
ences at Kurnoai.
(Walpole); Hudson iRiver Bracketed, are 27 “cub” scouts, the other troops
The evening addresses will be “The (Wharton); Adventure and Western
having a large number, also. The re
Immediate Needs of (Our Young Peo —Ancestor Jorico (Locke); The Run
quirements set forth description of
ple’s Work,” Harold W. Kelley, and ner. (Ralph Connor); Girl from God’s
uniform, the scout oath and laws, the
“Christ and South India," by Dr. Mercie, (Mowery); Red Willows,
sign, salute, handshake and motto.
Stanton.
(Skinner); Miss (Snow also touched In this program is also included the
The Association officers are: Mod on these hooks, ordered and about to
second grade tests, or “Black Wolf"
erator, J. C. MacDonald, Rockland;, he received at the library—Exile,
and the first grade test or “Gray
clerk and treasurer, Ernest M. Hol (Deeping); The Great Meadow, (Rob
Wolf,” which embrace rope tieing,
man, Camden; auditor, W. W. Perry, erts); Woman of Andros, (Wilder);
identifying birds, trees, fire build
Camden.
and Horse-Ketchum, (Coolidge).
ing, fire prevention, etc., similar to
At the business meeting plans the work of the older scouts but con
were discussed for the costume party ducted in a simpler manner. It is a
DRYS SHOW GAIN
for Friday, May 23, and these com most commendable feature, for the
mittees were named to assist Miss
In the Digest Prohibition Poll Relief Nichols in carrying out the handling of the cub scouts has been
a problem hitherto, as there has been
—Rapidly Overtaking the plans: Invitations: Mrs. Eva Toner, no set program, the matter Jeft to the
Mrs. Mae Perry, Miss Anna Webster, Ingenuity of the scoutmaster to keep
Miss Ida -Hughes, Miss Mabel 'Stover, the youngsters occupied, interested
Modificationists
and Miss Adelaide Trafton; en and inspired, chiefly through games.
Arkansas this week joins Kansas in tertainment: MissiMaude Smith, Miss
the "bone-dry” ranks of the latest re Susie (Sleeper, Miss Lillian Brann,
The Rotary Club yesterday enjoyed
Miss Lucy Marsh and Miss .Hazeltlne
turns of The Literary Digest’s nation Watts; refreshments: Miss Mary the recounting of .'the Washington
trip of the R.H.S. senior class as seen
wide "straw" referendum on the Pro Browne, (Mrs. Nellie Hall, Mrs . Helen
by Clifford Ladd, Albert Dodge and
Perry, Miss Lena Wyman, Miss Nellie Misses Vada Clukey and Louise Dol
hibition question.
Lawrence,
Mrs.
.Addle
Rogers
and
A grand total of 3,705,742 ballots are
liver. Probably a real insight into
tabulated1 in this report, which is Miss 'Margaret Buttomer.
the joys and actual Value of the
nearly a million more votes than was
project can be obtained as well in
ever received in a previous poll
"TRAVEL BARGAINS’’ no other way as by this uncensored
presentation. Several zestful musi
undertaken by the periodical, it is
stated
cal numbers were given by Dodge,
Looksee
What
the
Maine
Ladd, and John Moulaison.
The
The Drys continue to gain slightly
as they poll 1,092,745 votes, or 29.49
Central Is Offering To Its highlight of the session was the
rollicking introduction by Willis I.
per cent of the total; 1.507,314 bal
Patrons
Ayer of the birthday group compris
lots, or 40.67 per cent of the total,
ing Clarence E. ’Daniels
L. A.
are registered /or repeal of the
The
Maine
Central
Railroad
an

Thurston, J. L. Sherman and Dr. C.
eighteenth Amendment which shows
a slight loss from previous tabula nounces that one of the greatest sale F. French. No personal fancy was
of tickets ever offered to the public left unexposed, no bone in the family
tions for the repealers.
Visiting
The vote for modification is 1,108,- is being put on by the company as skeletons left unrattled.
an inducement to get more people Rotarians were E. K. Leighton, Wa
655, or 29.84 per cent.
terville and Marcus Chandler and
Connecticut, New Jersey and Rhode “rail minded.”
These “travel bargains” as General Avaughn Ames of Camden. Guests
Island are the only States which show
a clear majority vote for repeal, and Passenger Agent Harris refers to included Harry Wishman and Wil
Arkansas and Kansas are the only them, are in the nature of round trip liam A. Gardner of Boston and
ones which evidence more than a 50 tickets between any two ticket sta Charles Robinson of Camden.
per cent sentiment for strict enforce tions on the Maine Central System
in any part of the -State of Maine at
ment, in the current tabulations.
Among the States which register greatly reduced rates. The tickets
over 40 per cent of their total vote for are of two kinds, special day-of-date
April's Weather
enforcement are Alabama, Colorado, fares and specia^weekend fares. The
Iowa, Mississippi, Nebraska, North day-of-date tickets are good between Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina, any two stations in Maine the first
Would you kindly ask through your
four days of the week; namely, Mon much appreciated paper if any of its
Tennessee and Texas.
Opposed to these are Delaware, days, Tuesdays, Wednesdays and readers can tell me what the weather
Florida, Illinois, Louisiana, Maryland, Thursdays, good goihg and returning was on April 20, 21, 22, 1891?
Massachusetts, Michigan. Missouri, to leave destination before midnight
A Reader
Montana, Nevada, New York, Penn of the same day at a cost of only 25
cents
more
than
one
fare
for
the
sylvania. Wisconsin, Wyoming, and
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
the District iof Oolumtiia, teach of round trip.
The
special
weekend
tickets
will
be
which shows a more than 40 per cent
If I had to live my life again I would hare
good going Fridays as well as Satur
sentiment for repeal.
made a rule to read some poetry and listen
No state shows a 40 per cent vote days or Sundays, limited for return to some music at least once a week. The
for modification although over one- to leave destination before midnight loss of these tastes Is a loss of happiness.—
third of the voters in Arizona, Cali of the following Monday at a cost of Charles Darwin.
fornia, Nevada. Ohio, Oregon, Wash only 25 cents more than one fare for
THE SUN CUP
ington, and West Virginia, express the round trip and are on sale. They
The earth Is the cup of the sun.
will
he
accepted
for
travel
in
coaches
That he fllleth at morning with wine.
their desires as for light wines and
With the warm, strong wine of his might
only and no baggage checked.
beers.
From the vintage of gold and of fight,
By
putting
into
effect
this
attrac

Kansas continues to lead as the dryTills It. and makes it divine.
And at night when his journey Is done,
est state while New Jersey jumps to tive and money-saving ticket sale to
At the gate of his radiant hall,
the head of the wet column this week. the public the Maine Central feels
He setteth his lips to the brim.
that
it
is
opening
a
new
field
espe

The editorial comment of The
With a long last look of his eye.
And lifts It and dralneth It dry.
Literary Digest in this issue is main cially in Eastern Maine, givingopporDrains till he leaveth it all
1
tunity
to
patrons
to
travel
more
“
by
ly taken up with a report on a series
Empty and hollow and dim.
of check-ups on their poll, which Is train” at a minimum of expense.
These special tickets can be ap
And then as he passes to sleep.
I 1 •
being undertaken by a number of
Still full of the feats that he did
newspapers throughout the country. plied to various short excursions you
Long ago in Olympian wars,
The magazine Issues an invitation to may make—a shopping trip to your
He closes It down with the sweep
Of Its slow-turning luminous lid.
the remainder of the press of America favorite store in the city—a fishing
Its
cover of darkness and stars,
to check on their returns in the par trip in the country—“go back home’’
Wrought once by Hephteseus of old
ticular locality a given newspaper over the weekend1—attend baseball
With violet and vastness 'and gold.
games, play golf, business or pleasure.
—Archibald Liimpman.
serves.

ST. GEORGE GAINS
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C. W. McKELLAR’S, Warren
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“The Vagabond King’’ Has Comes Word That Porter H.
Rockland’s Population la 8234, and Ward Seven Ought To
Fulfilled Prophecies of Its
Adams Is On the Mending
Bring It Nearly To the 8900 Mark
Sponcors
Hand

•••

was made April twenty-first to mature the same, and
the value is .now
*

I

THREE CENTS A COPY
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Issue

Cohen Bros.
TELEPHONE 2-3, WARREN
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Page Two

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-VlMES-A-WEEK
Rockland, 'Me.. April 26, 1930.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie. who
on oath declared that he Is Pressman in the
office of The Courier-Gazettr. and that of the
Issue of this paper uf April 21, 1930, there was
printed a total of 6322 copies.
Before me,
FRANK I). MILLER.
Notary Public.

He which soweth sparingly shall
reap also sparingly; and he which
soweth bountifully shall reap also
bountifully.—II. Cor. 9:6.

There's a Portland man by the
name of Dewar—Dugald B. Dewar—
who is running for the United States
(Senatorial nomination, with no other
apparent issue than that of being a
“wet.” As such lie will receive a
certain number of votes cast by
inen (and possibly women! who sin
cerely believe in the wet side of the
argument, and who have an absolute
right to that opinion and to vote
exactly as they please. We do not
know Mr. "Dewar and if we hod ever
entertained the slightest idea of vot
ing for him it would have been
squelched by liis recent grandstand
statement that he “did not furnish
the booze consumed at this year's
Republican convention.” The writer
cf tills editorial was privileged to be
a delegate to the Republican State
Convention, and circulated freely
throughout tlie hall witli eyes rea
sonably wide open, but lie saw not
one person among the 1600 delegates
who appeared to be even in the pre
liminary
stages of intoxication.
And this appeared to be equally true
of tlie 1500 others who were there
in the capacity of onlookers. It was
a gathering (with women con
spicuous) which would have been a
credit to itself at any church service
in tlie land. And yet this niaan
Dugald Dewar would have the pub
lic believe that a convention of
boozers wrote the dry platform.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, April 26, 1930

CITIZENSHIP AND

PATRIOTISM

Every-Other-Day

open tlie door. Her surprise and
; pleasure were enjoyed by the first
victim. Miss Steele, and the chilArtivi- . n '.,ssslie also found a May-basket

THE GRADE SCHOOLS

The children greatly appreciate Mr. 1 Helen Mills; "My Little Kilty.” BerFlanders’ work in repairing and fix-1 nice Havener of the Third Grade;
ing up the sand table which had be- , song, “Fresh Air;” Flag salute by
Some of Interesting
collie until for use and which will now 'schools; songs, "America, the BeauAn Outstanding Obligation Exists For Every Registered
ties Up Around the Tyler
°* can,,J- Miss Helen Mills stand any amount of work. Mr. I tiful and "State of Maine."
J
painted the baskets which were Flanders has also cleaned and raked
The piano in the school helps greatVoter To Exercise His Suffrage Rights
Building
quite artistic. These surprises given lip the school yard which presents a ly and it Is enjoyable to listen to the
----i by the children to the special teach- fine appearance, much appreciated1 childrens young voices which blend
Surprises - enicd to be the order ' ' and nurse ijelji to give a fine at- by teachers, pupils and neighbors.
so sweetly and musically.
During (lie lust great .national political campaign the American public of the day in the Fifth Grade Tyler !l"sphere to the schools and are ap1 At the invitation of the Fifth j
—‘
was stirred by campaign speeches touching upon the subject of citizenship school Thursday. First, the music predated by recipients, while the Grade, Tyler school, the Fourth
Kronberg Castle in Elsinore. Denand patric tisin. and some one lias humorous])' remarked that the patri t- teacher, Miss Esther Stevenson, eur- hildren enjoy the fun themselves,
Grade combined with it til their usual ' mark, is the reputed scene of ''HamMiss Miller's children. Fourth Friday morning exercises. A tiro- ' let." and that Is why, of course, so
ism of the American people lies dormant except in time qf war. political prised them by inviting the Boys
Harmonica Band from the High Grade, Tyler building, have a unique gram given by the Fourth Grade on many tourists go there. But Holger
campaigns, and the Fourth of .July. Judging by the indifference of many
School to play for them. Frank Bab- way of studying house building and "Be Kind To Animals Week" and Danske is another hero of Elsinore.
people to that great privilege of citizenship— the ballot—there would seem bidge. Edward Robinson, Ernest Rich, j furnishing, in connection with their
"National Flower Day" was enjoyed in the dark Kasseniatter or military
to be a grain of truth in tills.
Harold Snowman, Abert Cassidy and geography and history lessons. They by everybody. It follows;
Hymn, | cellar of the castle is the great statue
Harold
Halligan
made
wonderful
have
obtained
boxes
and
without
any
schools: responsive Bible reading: of Denmark's tutelary genius. By
An examination of tlie records of local elections held during the past
music enjoyed by the fifth grade and he! • excepting the kindness of Mr. song, schools; Tilings to remember lighted tapers tlie face of the sleep
few years in Rockland discloses the fact that a great many of our citizens
their invited guests tlie third and I landers, the janitor, who put shelves about treatment of animals, class of ing giant is visible, and the long
have not exercised their right to vote on matters of Importance to this fourth grades. Next came tlie chil- in them, have formed rooms, papered
<lliil«|.en; poem. Dvinuld Marrinier: beard, which legend tells us has grown
community. In order t> insure a completely representafive local govern dren's surprise. Miss Eliza Steele hem and furnished them with doll spring song, school; recitation. "The to the table where he sat. Holger
school
nurse,
and
beloved
by
all
the
furniture
and
other
articles
which
ment every citizen should be a voter. (If we were not allowed to vote,
Young Dandelion.” Ernest Johnson; Danske is sleeping but not dead. For
children, was induced to answer a they brought from their homes. They peem, Rosa Roberts; song, school.
; hundreds of years the story has been
what a coveted privilege it would be).
knock at the door, whereupon she hive evolved comfortable living
The Fifth .Grade program was: told that he will walk forth from his
Every citizen cf this community has a voice in whatever affects the ‘found a mayhaske: and a box of ! r" mis. a kitchen, bedrooms, dining
Piano soln; ‘The Happy Farmer." dark underground IT.ngdom to save
general good. Each mail's opinion carries weight if he will but take tlie candy. Upon hearing another knock room. etc., thus showing their innate! David Curtis riddles. Margaret Itog- Denmark it' the country is ever in
trouble to express it. By his 'yes" or "no" he can help to promote the i it became Miss Stevenson’s duty to ubillty and ingenuity in the work, ers; story, "A Mischievous Elephant,” great danger.
welfare of his city.
Like charity, good government begins at home. If each town and
city would intelligently consider its local problems and solve them by
popular vote the nation as a whole would advance in mighty strides.
Ix>t us practice tlie higher principles of patriotism and citizenship
.hluugh an aw.tk'Uii J interest in 1 cal affairs. There is really no good
reason why Rockland should not enjoy the enviable reputation of having
over 90 per cent of our eligible voters registered and placing their ballots
in the ballot boxes . t a if elections.

ALBERT E. CLOUGH

Funeral services for tile late Albert
E. Clough were Held from tlie family
residence Tuesday afternoon. Rev. .1.
Charles MacDonald of tlie First Bap
tist Church officiating. The deceased
was horn in this city Jan. 22, 1X66
son of the late Leander and Mary
(Gardner) Clough. When a young
man he entered the employ ot the
Rockland & Rockport Lime Corp, in
whose service lie remained 35 years,
most of that time acting as conductor
on the Limerock Railroad at the
Northend.
•
Two years ago lie met with a pain
ful accident from wich lie never fully
recovered.
He is survived by his wife. Eulalia
Condon Clough, a son Fred N.. a halt
brother Arthur, and a step-mother,
Mrs. James Seeley. There were many
beautiful floral tributes. Tlie bearers
were Fred Blackington, J. Albert
Jameson. John l.ane and Ashley
Leach. Interment in the family lot in
Sea View cemetery.

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

Sale to Open 1000 New Accounts

‘‘ON MY SET”

AUTOMOBILE RESPONSIBILITY
LAW?

Great interest is being shown in the
Financial Responsibility or Compul
sory Insurance Act which became
' effective July, 1929. What most of
I us wish to know, in plain language,
! is: Wlrat does it mean to us?
, The above act was evidently passed
j with the view of assuring the pedes
trian and the careful driver a certain
1 amount in damages when he is the
innocent*victim of not only the care
less or reckless driver, but pven of
the usually careful driver, when they
Radio interference has been
lack the necessary finance to pay for
uncommonly plentiful the past
damages or injuries which they
two days. It ruined Thursday
might inflict on others. This act has
night’s reception fcr most of us.
met with practically universal ap
••• ••• •••
proval from most thinking people,
and we believe it was a wise law.
Clara Bow heads the list of
Please read the “Motor Vehicle
screen stars who will be heard
At midnight today Rockland will
Laws of Maine.” 1929 edition. If you
over WNAC at 10 tonight.
have already done this you will real-j
find itself very much out of time with
••• •••
ize that same requires a marked de
the rest of the eastern country for
President Hoover will be heard
gree of care by automobile owners
during
the
annual
Convention
of
the reason that practically all other
or drivers, and that however careful
the Red Cross broadcasting May
sections will have gone onto daylight
a driver you may be. you may at any .
5 at 10.30 a. m.
time lose the use of your car and
saving or summer time schedules.
«••••••»•
your driver’s license, temporarily at j
Even here in Maine where daylight
Hereafter the Gold Medal Fast
least, if you are not already protect- ,
saving is under legislative ban the
Freight will be broadcast criday
ed by insurance in a responsible com
instead of Wednesday, the time
principal communities are operating
pany licensed to do business in this
being
frem
10.30
to
11,
daylight
State. Further than that, if you are
on a summer time schedule which is
time.
not protected by insurance, untold ;
the same thing under another name.
annoyance and expense may be suf- ,
Trains, steamboats all conform to
fered by you in case you are involved
Radio fans will do well to re
this modern method, radio programs
in an accident in which it is deemed
member that the programs will
that you were re»i>onsihe for In
are all on daylight saving, newspa
come an hour* earlier, commenc
juries or damages sustained. You
ing tomorrow, because of day
pers are published by it, and you
may be the most careful -driver in
light time. The noon broadcast
will hear little else than daylight
the State: you may be driving alone
of the Globe, fcr instance will
saving time quoted, outside of Rock
and not actually violating the law.
come in at 11 a. m., our time.
yet a collision may result between
land. It is not, however, the pur
your car and another, in whijh. for
pose of these lines to raise an argu
Cloudy tomorrow, with a posinstance, there may he three or four
sibility cf rain.
ment which inevitably results in
occupants. It is safe to say that even
bitterness, but we do raise the point
though you may he innocent those
Steamship President Harding
riding in the other car will probably
that it is decidedly strange to be able
sank the British collier Kirkwood
disagree with you, and thus, though
to travel from Chicago to the At
off the German coast this morn
innocent, you may suffer the penal
lantic Ocean without finding stand
ing.
ties of those guilty of violating the
ard time until you reach Rockland.
law. as unfortunately there are peo
••• •••
ple in the world who are not pre
Other communities do not cling to
Fine reception last night, and
pared to take the blame for their own
the WEEI chain was giving us
kerosene lamps when they can have
acts.
excellent entertainment.
electricity.
Again, you may be forced into a
Knox Lodge, I.O.O.F. and Miriam position whereby in order to avoid a
From an interesting variety of Rebekah Lodge will celebrate the an collision with some reckless driver
newspaper clippings sent to The niversary of the foundation of the you endanger an innocent party. The
driver who forced you into this posi
Courier-Gazette by Miss Margia order by attending theh services at tion which endangered the life or
the First Baptist Church at 10.30
Tolman of Billings, Montana, it is a. on. AU members of both lodges are j property of another may have passed
very evident that one of that State's requested to meet at the I.O.O.F. hall on unharmed, leaving you in a mixup. the besult being that damages are
chief industries is the raising of at 9.45 a. m.—adv.
claimed against you and you are un
sugar beets. One clipping tells tliatj
able to prove that you were an in
the Great Western Sugar Company
nocent party, forced into the position
Hints For Homemakers in order to save loss of life or other
will pay to farmers ot the Billings
damage.
and Lovell district this season the
By Jane Rogers
There are many and various ways
impressive sum of }2,000,000. The
in which the well-intentioned driver
Billings paper publishes the "honor
may violate the laws of the State:
I
namely, by failing to observe signals,
roll of beet growers,” from which i‘
lack of care at intersection of roads,
appears that the yield per acre ranges
and failing to stop when blinded by
from 15 to 20.02 tons. Some of the
headlights of another car and thus
70 growers quoted have upward of
running into some *parked car, pr
hitting an innocent pedestrian. In
50 acres under cultivation and it may
fact, the ways in which drivers may
be readily understood that they have
find that they have violated the law
their hands full. Other clippings sent
are innumerable.
Hence, it would appear that the
by Miss Tolman lias-some weird
most desirable and safest thing to do
weather, beside which Maine is a
is to purchase liability insurance
veritable winter resort.
from some sound and reliable com
pany licensed to do business in this
State. There are agents located in
The ban against heavily laden
all towns throughout the State who
motor trucks is being lifted in some
will not inform you fully regard
sections of the State, where “settled
THEN washing fine lace, in ing all details concerning your lia
going” is established, and there will
stead of starch use two bility but will gladly furnish you with
the desired protection essential to
be some owners and drivers who will lumps of sugar to a basin of water.
all owners and operators of auto
heave a sigh of relief when Knox
A tablespoon of powdered pum mobiles. Therefore, you should se
County goes on the free list. It has
ice
mixed with enough linseed oil cure protection now. and not jeopar
not been the purpose of the State
to make a thin paste is excellent dize the result of your past thrift or
Highway Police “to soak anybody,” for removing white water stains mortgage your future income.—adv.
or persecute anybody, but it will be from furniture. Rub the mixture
TENANT’S HARBOR
cheerfully conceded that a few over on the spots until they disappear.
Wipe off carefully with a soft cloth
In the item regarding the Easter
loaded trucks should not be permit
dampened with furniture polish.
cantata in Thursday’s issue -the
ted to ruin the roads which we
names of Mrs. Margaret Cant and
smaller fry are paying for.
Adhesive tape is a good emer Mrs. Harriet Wheeler were omitted.
gency mending material for rents They 'assisted in the cantata by ('
in rain coats, galoshes and umbrel drapfhg and arranging the costumes
The reason for limiting Colby’s! las.
[and many favorable comments were
student body to 600 is unanswerable, i
heard for -their work.
A larger number cannot be accom- I
modated without loss of efficiency,
President
Johnson
points
out.
Eventually this college will have
better facilities and take its place
as one of the larger colleges of New
England, but until physical condi
tions make that possible efforts will
be concentrated on the smaller
quantity and higher quality.
In order to better serve the public and give our

No Interest
No Red Tape

Delivers
Any of These
Room Outfits
Next Week

Next week we place on sale three wonderful room out
fits at a sensational saving. Choice at $129 You don’t
need cash! A small deposit delivers the outfit you choose
at reduced price—and you can pay for it later, as con
venient. Open an account at Burpee’s now!

With Smart Living Room Suite!
This is a spec:al grouping for these who want to open new
accounts! There is a harmony of coloring and design through
out! Davenport and chair have fashionable serpentir.e-front
and large roll arms! Splendid coil spring construction! Cush
ions are reversible!
Covered ALL-OVER in fine quality
jacquard!

$1C.OO DELIVERS THIS COMPLETE OUTFIT

Four Piece Suite Included, Too!
This complete four-piece suite, (with an outfit besides),
consists of a fult-size bed cf intriguing style-originality; chest
of five drawers; spac.ous dresser and charming French vanity
—built of select, sturdy cabinet woods in walnut color and most
pleasingly paneied! Think of it—all feur pieces are included!
Save!

$129

A 9-Pc. Living Room Outfit!
Exceptional saving—open an account with economy! This
superb outfit provides real comfort! In addition to the luxuri
ous new style suite there is a distinctive occasional chair with
contrast covering; stylish smoker; 4-pocket magazine rack;
half moon end table; charming occasional table, and two
lamps!

CONVENIENT TERMS—SMALL CARRYING CHARGE

Stylish 10-Pc. Bedroom Outfit!
Cpen an account with thia outstanding value!

Included

with thia complete 4-pieee cuite (described at the loft):—A re
silient, helical-end

spring; deeply-tufted mattress

in

art

ticking; fluffy banket; two fine pillows; bedroom chair!

$10.00 DELIVERS THIS COMPLETE OUTFIT

CONVENIENT TERMS—SMALL CARRYING CHARGE

With Attractive 8-Pc. Suite!

A Lovely Dining Room Outfit!

The well-constructed suite, included in this complete outfit
fcr your dining room. Is a design of very appealing simplicity!
Imposing buffet, extension table, five diners and host chair with
fashionable Jacquard upholstering! (China cabinet priced extra)
Of walnut-veneered over other fine woods! Save!

Special reduction fcr next week that is su e to open a
great many new accounts! This specially featured outfit of
extra-value, in addition to the walnut veneered 8-piece suits
consists of a 50-piece, fine quality dinner set; smart threepanel mirrer!

CONVENIENT TERMS—SMALL CARRYING CHARGE

S1C.C0 DELIVERS THIS COMPLETE OUTFIT!

W'

COVER CHARGE AFTER
SEVEN P. M.

Tlie State Chat editor of tlie Lewlston Journal mildly chides Tlie Courier-Gazette for listing tlie eclipse 1
of the sun as a "coming neighborhood I
event." But isn't the sun just as
much in our neighborhood as in
Lewiston’s?
lslcsboro folks cling to their
antipathy against automobiles, but
when it comes to flying boats—that’s
another matter. The citizens find
that an Exceedingly convenient way
cf reaching the mainland.

pitljons an opportunity to use the booths, it has been
found necessary to make a cover charge of 25 cents
for those occupying the booths over 30 minutes after
7 o’clock at night. It should be particularly noted
that this charge is not made before 7 p. m.

ORANGE AND BLACK CABARET
CORNER MAIN AND PARK STREETS

ROCKLAND, ME.

N. B. The Sanitary Sandwich Shop, 4 Park Street, is under the
same management with the same low prices as always
48-51
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j 361 Main Street

Rockland. Maine
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Every-OtHer-Day
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TALK OF THE TOWN
The American Legion Auxiliary
will meet Monday evening at 7.30.

The Auxiliary ot the Sons of Union
Veterans meets Wednesday evening.

Mr. Dog-Owner, is your purp
licensed? You are subject to a Cine
of $10 otherwise.
Tlie Sunshine Society will meet
Monday afternoon with Mrs. Minnie
Strout, 45 Crescent street.

The hoard meeting of the Home For
Aged Women scheduled for May 1st (
has been postponed to May 8.
Mrs. Annie Silsby who recently suf
fered a slight paralytic stroke at her
honte on Summer street is slowly im
proving.

Miss Maliel F. Lamb requests all
having money or tickets to turn in
for the Rubinstein Club concert to
please do so at once to her.

An Invitation

* * « *

s

*
♦

the opening of our new store on

*

4

TUESDAY, APRIL 29
❖

at 2.00 P. M.

*

DANIELS
Jewelers

Because of a change in train sched
ule mails at the Rockland Postoffice
will close at 5 p. m. instead of 5.50
oi weekdays, and at 1.50 p. m. ip
Sundays instead of 2. Tlie local
postoffice iifls a small supply of the
Charleston. S. C. commemorative
stamps on sale.

SERMONETTE

♦

There will be a chorus rehearsal
of the Harmony Club Tuesday after- I
noon directly after school at the home
of Mrs. Faith Berry. Grove street.

A re-tread road with bituminous
surface will be built on Broadway,
between Park and Cedar streets, and
work will begin next week. The city’
gets State ai d on tills proposition.
-----fl
District Health Offleer Laughliu
was in the city Thursday and quail-,'
lied Dr. J. C. Kent as local health
t(fleer. Dr. J. C. Hill who had been
appointed to that office declined to
accept.

p m„ Elmer S Bird leader, and senior i
Y.P.C.U. at 6 ti. m., Miss Henrietta I
Libby, leader.

IN THE

?

The public is cordially invited to attend

The Rockland High baseball team
makes its debut in Augusta today.

Extra hands are working steadily
it the Rockland Pharmacy. They
belong to a new Seth Thomas electric
clock, installed by Leon J. White.

Speed
He stretches out the heavens like a cur
tain ; makelli winds his messengers ; flames
of tile his ministers.- Pavid.

At the incredible speed with
which light travels. 186.300 miles
per second, astronomers tell us it
has taken more than two thou
sand years for some of the light
beams to have reached this earth.
The twinkle of light front remotest
space has been on its journey all
this time. Tills Is the only mes
sage from that far-flung outpost.
It is a most Important one, If only
to convey some faint notion of the
Immensity uf the universe, but It
is not the whole of the message;
that It reaches down from some
unknown celestial bofly into the
vision and comprehension of in
telligent beings, definitely links
man with the outermost star. No
matter how fast it has traveled,
it has been all that time enroute.
Ages upon ages to reach us- with
Its story, yet so much quicker is
the action of the huttfan mind that
no sooner does it register upon the
retina than the intellect visualizes
ill a second of time the star it left.
The Prince of Wales recently
sailed from England in a furious
gale which reached its height in
the Bay of Biscay. It took a week
for the S. S. Kenilworth Castle to
traverse thtyie troubled waters,
hut countless anxious minds fol
lowed that wallowing steamship,
though separated fly the width of
the world, and that Instantly.
Is it not wonderful to be a part
of such a universe?
W. A. H.

. V

ARTISTIC GRANITE MEMORIALS

tloral offerings: especially do we thank the

are ready to serve you.

The final rehearsal of principals members of tlie Fire Department.
.Mr. and Mrs. Walter Joy, (Mr. and Mrs.
slid chorus of the “Laughland MikFrank Stevens, Mr. and IMrs. Oliver Stevens, |
strel Show” and tlie children of the Stillman Stevens.
"Kiddies Revue" which will precedg ,
CARD OF THANKS
'tlie main part, showed that the* pHS
Mabel Burns and family wish to thank '
foniiance promises to lie one of he theMrs.
friends who showed kindnes.4 and sent
most successful undertakings in tH flowers during their recent bereavement caused !
social life of St. Bernard's Cathorm by the death uf iMrs. Burns' husband, Alton I
* |
Church. The production will he pre L. Burns.
sented Monday evening at the' church.
CARD OF THANKS
The chief fun-making will fall to the
We wish to thank our friends and neigh*
lot of four veteran entertainers. IsraW hors for their kindness and sympathy In our
recent bereavement : also for the beautiful
Snow. Thomas Fleming. John Mou- floral
tributes and tlie use of automobiles.
laison and Ainie Beaudoin, who will *
Mrs. Eulalia ('lough and Family
act as entlmen.
Miss Ernestine
Webber, a pupil of Fernald & Fletcher
paneing Academy at Belfast, will en
tertain with a waltz elog dance. Two
You have in a Guardian
popular ballads. “Just a Breath of
Springtime" and "One Alone," the
Memorial an expression of
song hit from the musical operetta
eternal beauty, peace and
“The Desert Song." will be the oftefe
security. Fashioned by mas
ings of Miss Helen T’ietrosky. Ttvq
ter craftsmen from selected
juvenile soloists. Felice Petry attcj
Barre Granite, it is protected
.Ethel Haves, will sing some of tty)
forever by a Jones Brothers
current musical hits, with Evelyn
Guarantee Bond.
Pietrosky rende) ing *‘Ynur Mother
and Mine" and "I'm Following You."
Beatrice Haskell. who has I.ecjJf
prominent ill past shows will give
one of her entertaining recitations.
Jimmie Pelieane and Edward Griffin
also have principal parts in the sholv^j
w hich will include several other nor.
cities. Albert McCarty will net jtyj
GUARDIAN MEMORIALS
Interlocutor.
Everlasting Beauty

PRICES REASONABLE—FIRST CLASS WORK GUARANTEED

“District School at Blueberry Cor
ners” will be presented Tuesday
April 29, at Universalist vestry, aus
pices Ladies* Society. Admission 3IT
cents, children 25 cent9.
48-50

290 Main Street
JEWELER
Rockland, Me.
Opposite Hotel Rockland

E. A. GLIDOEN & CO.
Waldoboro, Me.
rluthorrztd Distributors

BASSICK BROTHERS
Pleasant Beach Road,

Refrigerators

Kilox Lodge, I.O.O.F., and Miriam !
Ilebi|kali Lodge are "to lie tlie guests
Of the First Baptist Church Sunday
morning. The choir w ill sing "1 Will |
Feed My Flock,” Simper, and Mrs.
Kathleen Marston will sing "lie Was
Despised, ” Handel. Church school
will meet at 12 oclovk to discuss the
topic “Giving Up All For the King- '
dom." The Christian Endeavorers
will meet at 6 o'clock. Tlie people's
evening service will be held at 7.15.
The special music will include the
choir selections "Christ Liveth In
Me,” McGranaham. and “There Is
a Land of Pure Delight.” Shelley, and
"The Holy City,’ Adams, will he sung
by Mr. Constantine. Mr. MacDonald
will speak on the snhjert, "Why 1 Am
Glad I Am a Christian." The happy
prayer and praise meeting comes on
Tuesday evening at 7.15. This is to
he "Bible Night.”

This is
Refrigerator
Time!
M

In Connecticut the Granges are |
heartily sponsoring the “People's :
Forest" movement which proposes to !
set apart a big forest tract placed
in the hands of the forestry depart
ment for general recreational and
camping purposes for all people.
Public and private funds are to he
devoted to the project and the Grange
Is planning to establish within this
reservation tne "Grange Tract.” to be
suitably marked and designated, and
then given to the free use of all who
desire to share its benefits
• • * *
In New York and Pennsylvania
many former cheese factories have
been converted Into Grange halls and

CASH
OR TERMS

A LIBERAL ALLOWANCE FOR YOUR OLD REFRIGERATOR

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-319 Main Street

44Stf

A NEW WATCH FOR WOMEN
$25.00 and up

A NEW WATCH FOR MEN
$15.00 and up

prize is a trip, with all expenses paid,
to the 10-day National Grange ses
sion next November, to (be held at
Rochester, N. Y. Six national prizes
are offered and 192 state prizes and
medals.

Jbr Economical Traniportatlon

J CHEVROLET r

It’s wise •
to choose a SIX!
This makes it unnecessary to take the axle
apart to examine or clean it.

After all, it is a perfectly simple matter to
decide which automobile to buy in today’s
market. Only two questions must be answered
to your satisfaction—

The new Chevrolet Six is full of such evidence
that true motor car economy comes from
modern advancement and refinement.

tint:

Which car gives the most for my
money?
Sfeond: Which ear represents the
soundest investment in satisfaction
and pride of ownership?

Like the finest cars, the Chev
rolet Six provides the comfort
and protection of four springs
controlled by hydraulic shock
absorbers. They are mounted
lengthwise, in the direction of
car travel, and self-adjusting
spring shackles maintain quiet.

In buying a low-priced car con
sider the following facts:
v
r
/
It is wise to choose a six-cylinder
motor—for six cylinders are
su-Cyhnd.r Motor
necessary to take out vibration
and roughness. Six-cylinder
smoothness will save the motor, the chassis,
the body, the passengers and the driver.
The Chevrolet is a six. And yet it sells at a price
that anyone can afford to pay.

Its impressive front view is distinguished by
the genuine honeycomb radiator, another
mark of modern cars.
The gasoline tank is in the rear,
for safety and finer appearance.

Safety Gasoline Tank

With all its six-cylinder smoothness and power
the New Chevrolet Six uses no extra gasoline
or oil. Efficient design makes this possible—
overhead valves—high compression power
from any fuel—very latest carburetor—closefitting, long-wearing pistons—crankcase
ventilation—air cleaner. You can really have
extreme economy and still satisfy your ideal
of truly modern transportation.
Chevrolet economy is also the mark of Chev
rolet sincerity in manufacture. To illustrate:

There is just as much extra value
everywhere in the car. BY ANY
STANDARD the Chevrolet Six is the greatest
value in the low-price field.

Fully Enclosed Brakes

A similar example is found in Chevrolet’s
molded brake lining—reducing ROADSTER
the necessity of frequent replace
Furthermore, there is a rear axle
inspection plate on the Chevrolet.

*

It is wise to choose the Chevrolet Six with its
six-cylinder valve-in-head motor . . . with full
scientific equipment... with its Body by Fisher
. . . with four long semi-elliptic springs, long
wheelbase, low suspension, rear-mounted gas
tank, honeycomb radiator and all the other
features of this day and age.

OR PHAETON

495

f. o. b.

Chevrolet beauty instantly says
“Body by Fisher”—costly car
style, with the permanent quiet
of Fisher composite steel-andwood construction.

Body by Fisher also gives you a genuine non
glare windshield, adjustable driver’s seat,
more space, deeper and wider
cushions, clearer vision, finer
fabrics and fitments.

Chevrolet valves are readily
accessible and adjustable. This
saves replacing valves, and also
makes it possible to preserve
the efficiency of the engine.
s-4

Delco Lovejoy Shock
Absorbers

With low suspension and extra wheelbase, the
Chevrolet Six has excellent proportions.

This very low-priced car lasts longer, not only
because of fine materials and oversize parts,
but also because it is a six. Its big, smooth,
50-horsepower six-cylinder engine is always
“taking it easy.” There is no feeling of strain.

ment, and consequent expense.

ELGIN

Rockland

arc now serving many useful pur- the National Grange is offering a
poses, as general community meeting splendid list of cash prizes in an essay
contest, open to all its members be
places.
tween the ages of 14 and 18 years, on
In conjunction with the National the subject, “How can Grange mem
Automobile Chamber of Commerce, bers aid in highway safety?” First

r

South Thomaston

Wc have a complete
line, all sizes, Enam
eled or Oak with Por
celain or Enameled
lining.

WITH THE GRANGES

Mercury, smallest of the planets,
Miss Martha Wasgatt was at Orono has been visible to the naked eye this
yesterday attending a University of week. It Is in the northwest heavens,
Maine student conference.
Miss to the right of the brilliant Venus.
Mrs. Millie Thomas, who has been Wasgatt has been elected president
Confined to her home on Robinson of Maine Chapter of Chi Omega and
Ish Patterson bested Al. Parent of
sycet for several weeks due to break thus gains the opportunity of attend Lewiston in six fast rounds at Bel
ing a wrist, has resumed her duties ing the national convention of the fast last night, and fought under the
nt Gonia’s, working only afternoons sororiety in Arkansas this year, witli handicap of a sprained ankle.
as yet.
expenses paid.
"His House in Order" witli Adelyn
Sheriff and Mrs. C. W. Getehell of
Those who have been Hollowing Bushnell and (Marshall Bradford will
Augusta with party of friends from Ruth Hanna McCormick's success be presented in Watts hall, ThomasClifton. X. J., were guests at Wessa- ful contest for the U. S. .Senatorial ron. May 1 and 2. The Thomaston
At the Congregational Church to
weskeag Inn Wednesday.
J. C. nomination in Illinois will be inter Nursing Association is the bene morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
Dudley and party of live of Augusta ested to know' that one of her uncles, ficiary and tickets will be checked preach on the subject, "The Spring
were also recent guests there.
the late W. W. Cnstlet, was a for Tuesday at McDonald’s drug store. time of the Soul." The Church school
will convene at noon. The Comrades
mer resident ot Belfast. He after
Blue Bonnet Troop Girl Scouts are ward became appraiser at the Bosof the Way will meet in the vestry
A
Rockland
woman
retired
the
other
conducting a sale of hooked food and t( n Custom House.
at 0 o’clock.
night
in
a
considerably
vexed
frame
candy this afternoon in the former
* ♦ » •’
of mind because she was unable to
Burpee & Lamb store at the corner
At St. Peter’s Church (Episcopal),
supply
the
word
which
would
have
of Main and School streets. Tlie
completed a
cross-word - puzzle. Rev. E. O. Kenyon. re< tor. the serv
THE ELECTIVE PARTS
younger girls of the troop have
Awaking sometime later the solu ices for tomorrow will he appropriate
charge.
tion suddenly popped into her mind. for Low Sunday; Holy Communion
The elective parts for the
Throwing on a wrap she made her at 7.30; choral eucharist and sermon
Rockland High School com
Knox Lslge. I.O.D.F.. and Miriam
way
down stairs and wrote the miss at 10.30; Church School at noon;
mencement were made public
Rebekah Lalge are to attend the
ing
word. Then she went back to vespers at St. John Baptist Church,
yesterday with the exception of
First Baptist Church tomorrow morn
bed
and
slept soundly the remainder Thomaston, at •7 •o'clock.
the ode w hich has not yet been
• •
ing in a body, as an anniversary ob
of
the
night.
assigned. Yesterday's election
servance. Members are asked to meet
Salvation Army weekend meeting's
resulted thus; Albert McCarty,
at the hall at 10 a. m. Any visitors
will he—Saturday. 8.00, public praise
address
to
undergraduates;
The sheriff's department was busy meeting;
front either body in the city will bt
Sunday. 11.00. holiness
Frederick Hall, class history,
yesterday notifying owners of slot meeting: Sunday school 2.00, topic,
welcomed in this special observance.
Vaila Clukey and Louise Dol
machines, punch hoards, etc., that "Jonah. Unwilling and Disobedient,”
liver. class prophecy; Frances
those devices must be removed, tilts 6.30. Young Peoples Legion, subject,
Tickets for ‘ His House In Order."
Chatto and Kennedy Crane,
action being tuken in accordance with I ••j.-]jg]la ■
to be given at Watts hall, Thomas
8.00, memorial service for
presentation of gifts. Annette
the recent action of the iKnox Coun- ' the late Sergt. Major Alton L. Burns.
ton. May 1 and 2, may be procured
Segal and Willis Sullivan will
ty Ministerial Association. It Is un- Ensign \Vinsor will be the chief
from Miss Marion Starrett at Maine
have essays by virtue of stand
! derstuod that Civic League officials speaker at this meeting.
Music Co.; Mrs. Mary Bunker at
ing third and fourth in rank.
trom Waterville are checking up on
* * « •
Benter Crane Co.; and Miss Harriet'
i the work. Sheriff Harding was well At First Church of Christ. Scientist
Williams at Rockland-Kockt>ort Lime
pleased with the spirit of co-opera- services are held Sunday at 10.30 and
Corp.
-A membership meeting of the tton shown by those who have been Wednesday eveping meeting at 7.30.
<■ An o!.serva,nee of National Music Knox County Fish and Game Asso- using the machines and boards dur I "Probation After Death." will be the
Week is to lie presented at the Uni-, elation will he held in Temple lull! ing the winter.
! subject of the lesson-sermon and
versalist Church Sunday afternoon. ‘Rockland. Thursday night, May 1st,
1 will also include passages from the
Dr.
Walter
P.
Conley,
chairman
of
rhrl9tIan kScipnce textbook. "Our
and
bids
quite
fair
to
be
a
recordMay 11. under the direction of the
breaker.
as
the
oecasOm
is
to
be
hon

the
propagation
committee
of
the
;
Master reappeared to his students.—
organ fund committee, with Mi*.;
Gladys St. C. Morgan as chairman ored by the presence of the Governor. Knox County Fish A- Game Asgocia- ,(, ,heil. al,|)rehenslon lie rose from
The program will embrace numliers Hen. Wm. Tudor Gardiner, and tion. has received word from Com- ] the .-ravet_on the third day of hts
from the various church choirs and probably Mrs. Gardiner, There will mlssioner Stobie that 300 pleasant ’ ilscendinR thought, and so presented
several of the local musical organi be a special table for the ladies, eggs will he shipped here about May to them the certain sense of eternal
zations. and promises to he an outJ Reservations for the banquet must 15. These eggs will he given free to Life." Reading room at 400 Main
standing event in the musical life he made by next Wednesday, but it responsible parties for hatching and street is open Irani 8 to 5 -p. m.
... *
of the city, serving not only to dis- would aid the entertainment com will not be limited to members of
•Services at the Littlefield Memorial
pluy the wealth of musical talent in- mittee greatly, if the members will the association. Persons interested
our midst, but to bring together a make their reservations directly in the raising and liberation of Church. Rev. L. G. Perry pastor, will
large number of people in th$ com after they receive their cards. Harrie pheasants should get In touch with be held morning and evening. Morn
Coe. of the Maine Publicity Bureau Dr. Conley immediately. This is in ing service at 10.30. topic, "The Power
mon interest of music.
Is te he present with films, and Har line with the Association's policy of of Pentecost." Evening meeting at
' *'{
At the meeting of the Speech Itcatjri old Sehnurls. president of the Cum stocking Knox County with game 7.15. topic, “Bound For Tarshish."
berland County Association, will lie birds, and game unimals as 'Well as Sunday school at 11.45. with classes
ers (’lull Thursday Miss Eliza
for everybody. B.Y.P.U. at 6.15. topic
Hannegan of the Portland organize one of the speakers. Mr. •Sehnurls game fish.
"What Is a Useful Life," leaders.
lion was honor guest, and conducted) Is also president of the Sebago Fish
SONNENBERG WON
Daisy and Elizabeth Gray. Tuesday* j
a model practice class. Mrs. Free* and Game Association and a director
evening prayer meeting at 7.30. Sun
man Brown paid tribute to the unfail of the Federated Sportsmen's Clubs
Gus Sonnenherg. claimant of the day morning the choir will sing the J
ing interest Miss Hannegan had disA of Maine.
world's heavyweight wrestling title, anthem, "God Be .Merciful” and
played in the Roc kland club, whiclf
found himself with another victory Sunday evening the junior choir will
would never had been organized but
BORN
for her inspiration and assistance. DOW Al Knox Hospital, Buckland. April 13. chalked up to his credit yesterday furnish the mush?.
• • * *
Io Mr. and IMrs. Galen L. Dow, a daughter, morning and a hard earned one at
Miss Hannegan herself is one of the
t'celle Caroline,
that over Count George Zarynoff of
At the Church of Immanuel (Uni
most valuable members of tlie PortOSIEIt At Damariscotta. April 5. to Mr. and Russia. Zarynoff successfully elud
lund organization, having served ifs
Mrs. Granville Osler, a sun. Newton .lames, ed Sonncnberg's famous flying tackle versalist) Rev. George 11. Welch wi’l
have as his topic "Some Abiding
secretary for five years. She is editor
weight fl> pounds.
Of the Portland club paper “The Pine l’EASK At North Applclnn. April 5. In Mr for tin hour and 45 minutes until tlie Convictions." The quartet by request
last fall. The “Count,” by defensive will repeal tlie anthem "The Magda
and Mrs. Alton I'ease of Hope, a daughter.
Tree." and teaches speech reading in
grappling, took tlie first fall in ail lene,” Warren, and Mr. Wyilie, also
the public evening schools of Port
hour and five minutes with a double by request, will repeat the solo "Open
DIED
land. Portland is tlie only city in the
KAt'NKbL At Auburn, April 23. Clarke arm lock. The second fall was Son- the Gates of Hie Temple," Knapp.
Stute that teaches speecli reading ill)
lAnderannl. wire uf A. W ltal'nell. (former enlierg's after 20 minutes with an in
Miss Stahl's organ numbers will be
its public schools, and Miss llannely cf Hockland), aged .31 years, 5 months.
side
crotch hold and body slam. ____ "The Old Refrain," Krtdsler; "Ill j
7 days.
______________________________
gan's talk prefacing class work
To I. Ed At 23 Franklin Si.. Itorkland. tw,, Paradtsum." Dubois, and "Marche
touched on the work of both school EMEKY—At Koeklsnd. April 24. Hattie C.
Emery, aged 64 years. 22 days. Funeral apartments, upstairs 4 rooms, downstairs 3;; Triumphale."
Triumphale.”
Callaerts.
Callaerts.
Church
and clubs. The Auditory Outlook,
Saturday at 2 o'clock frem late residence.
«.
D^ninttrA^Wate'^b.. Me”" -chool and Knickerbocker Class will
the new magazine of the National
50*.Y meet at noon; junior Y.P.C.L. at «*
IN MEMORIAM
Federation made its first atipearanee
In memory of my beloved wife. Dora It.
last week, each member whose name
Brewer, who passed away April 27. 11*21*.
appears on the bulletin list receiving
"Gone (rum my home, but not from my
a copy as a compliment from the heart."
ltobert G. Brewer
president of the Federation. Dr.
Reekland. April 26
*
Fletcher. A feature In the Issue was
tlv presentation of practice material
CARD OF THANKS
Granite Quarries and Manufacturing of all kinds of Monumental
We wish to thank our relatives and friends
as used by Miss Hannegan in her
Work. With years of experience and a well equipped plant we
for their kindness and sympathy during our
teaching.
,
recent bereavement: also tor the beautiful

—
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factory, Flint, Michigan

See your nearest Chevrolet dealer
today and drive a Chevrolet Six.
Ten minutes at the wheel will
show you what a difference six
cylinders make.

The Special Sedan................................$725
The Coach........................................................................
(6 wire wheels standard)
The Coupe....................................................................5<>5
The Light Delivery Chassis.............................................3*5
The Sport Roadster.................. .................................... 555
The Sedan Delivery........................................................ 595
The Sport Coupe........................................................ <>55
The 1<4 Ton Chassis.........................................................520
The ll/t Ton Chassis with Cab...................................... *25
The Club Sedan.......................................................... *25
The Roadster Delivery (Pick-up Box extra)................. 440
The Sedan........................................ *75
All prices J. o. b. factory, Flint, Michiian.

See our Complete Line of

FINE DIAMONDS

LEON J. WHITE

SEA VIEW GARAGE,
Inc., 689 Main St., Rockland
a
BAY VIEW GARAGE, Inc., Camden, Me.

Lost and Found

In Everybody’s Column

i

Advertisements In this column not to exceed 1
LOST—Pocketbook, containing money and
three lines Inserted once for 25 cents. 3 times I receipts. Saturday night between Newberry's )
for 50 cents. Additional lines 5 cents each! and Columbia Ave
Reward
MRS KAY
for one time. 10 cents for three times. Six . UOND ROB1SHAW. 6 Columbia Ave.
48-50
words make a line.

Wanted
WANTED- -Herefords, Holstelns, Durhams,
Ayrshire calves, from 2 days to 8 weeks old.
Highest cash price. C. E. SMITH. Tel.
12-19 Washington, Me.________________ 50*56
WANTED (iirl for general house-work, i.o
washing or Ironing, for .Tune and July. In
quire MKS. ERNEST DAVIS at Cobb-Davis
Antique Shop.________________________ 49-51
WANTED—blrl at ", BRIIAI) ST.
fiCH-M._______________________________ 4 9 - tf
WANTED Competent maid for general
housework in family of three adults. MRS.
W. S. WHITE. 29 Beech St.
49-tf
WANTED -Experienced stitchers at MOD
ERN PANTS <X).______________________ 49-53
WANTED- By Y. D. Poultry Co., live poul
try of all kinds. Warren Saturdays to Monday.
Highest prices and prompt attention. MAY
NARD ( REAMER. <\ill 7-43._________ 49-55
WANTED- At Knox Hospital, girl for gen
eral housework.
______________ 48-50
WANTED—Young salesman for antique
business. RI BENSTELVS ANTIQUE SHOT.
Inquire 6 Talbot Ave.__________________ 48-tf
WANTED- Girl for general housework. In
quire MRS. DAVID RUBBNBTEIN, 6 Talbot
Axe. Tel. 1285._______________________ 43-tf
WANTED—To loan money on auto, house
hold furniture, diamonds, etc. Interest 3 per
cent per month on unpaid balances. KNOX
FINANCE CO., 16 School St., opp. Postofflce.
39-tf

r " ”v-0 ther-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, April 26, 1930
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THOMASTON
The ladies of the Federated Church
! can attention to their Easter sale to
,
. . . . .. cnri™.p..,,|nnni
De fte‘a m the Congregational vestry

beginning at 1 o clock,
when many interesting and useful
Summer Cottages and Board articles will be sold, including quilts
----------------------------- ------------------------- - rugs, aprons, household linens and
lcooked food.
If you have a cottage to lex or desire sum
William Smith and son William
mer boarders advertise the fact In thia pa
per where thousands will read of it.
i went to Attleboro, Mass., Thursday
____________________ __ _____________ where they will visit for a few days.
SEASHORE cottage to rent for season
william McNamara who has passed
six rooms, bath, hot and cold water, electric ,
.
.
r
lights, fully furnished, s. w. l.iTTELL. 138 I t,H Minter with his sister Mrs. WilSouth Main St.. Rockland. Me. Tel. 676-W.
liam Boynton in Middleboro, Mass., is
______________________________
the guest of Mrs. Olive McPhail for a
next Tuesday,

TO LET At Owl's Head 7 room furnished few days.

SON^' ‘JSK ^,Xu?r“cCnabrbK-

The Chrl.tian Endeavor topic for

«-«

FDR WALE- »r ■„ let. v„.«W a. W.~iT
cook Lake, bungalow type, artesian well, water
in sink from electric pump, living room and
porch 30 ft. lenotli. three other rooms, sleeping
accommodations for eight, hard pine varnished
floors throughout, electric lights, garage, shore
privilege, flue sand beach, boat. $1 '>00 cash or
rent plap V F. STUDLEY, 69 Park St. Tel.
33-tf
1080.
FOR SALE—Furnished cottage at Crescent
Beach. All, modern improvements. LENA
K. SARGENT. Tel. 994 or 990-M.
28-tf

;

/ETNA INSURANCE

THE

COMPANY

Hartford, Conn.

ASSETS DEC. 31. 1929

the State of Maine

Incorporated 1819.

Commenced Business

RALPH B. IVES, President
J. R. STEWART. Secretary

Capital Paid up in Cash. $7,500,000

ASSETS DEC. 31. 1P29

Real Estate _.............
.......... ...
....$1,035,000
".‘J QQO f 041
Stocks and Bonds ..........................53,932,729
Cash In Office and Bank............... 3,490,872
Cash in hands of Agents and In
transit ....................................... 3,701.7)6
Accrued Interest ............................ 220,989
Bills Receivable .............
146.511
Other admitted Assets ..................
12,943
Total Assets . .......................... $62,540,763
LLXBILITIES DEC. 31, 1929

56
Leader, Gladys Unearned Premiums ........

Baseball on the Snimpson grounds
this Saturday afternoon at 2.30,
Thomaston vs. St George.

Mrs. Hattie Merrifield returned
Thursday from a visit to her daugh
ter. Mrs. Frederick Rundlett, in East
Milton. Mass.
The second coat of paint, white, is
! being applied to the exterior of
For Sale
‘ Montpelier.”
FOR SALE- Two pair mated Hungarian
Stephen Barry, census taker, will
squab pigeons, thoroughbreds, bargain. V. P.
If
HALL. 21 Rockland St.
50-52 complete his duties very soon.
anyone has “been overlooked by him
FOR SALE—A few loads of rich, black loam.
he desires to be notified at once.
W. W. BUTLER. Rockland. Tel. 603-M.
50-52
The family of George Little who
FOR SALE—Household furniture, all in were living on Gleason street have
fine condition, prices reasonable. Inquire 19 moved into the Butler house on the
To Let
(X»URT ST.__________________________ 49*51
Meadow road, recently bought by him.
TO LET—At The Kenmore Annex, pleasant,
FOR SALE—Fine upright pianos $100 and
airy rooms, by day or week; all new beds; all up. Very easy terms. THOMAS, pianoi matt.
Miss Dorothy .Thorndike and Mrs.
man. |
modern. A place to get a good night’s rest. Phone 52 Camden.
5-S-tf Horatio Thorndike have returned
31 Union St. J. B. CLOUGH.
50-52
FOR SALE- -Girls bicycle in flue condition, i from a visit in Portland.
TO LOT—Available about May 1, 5 room
S. Emerson Smith and niece. Miss
cottage house, 5 (Broadway .Place. Suitable Write P. O, BOX 19. Rockland._________49-51
for small family. ERNEST <’. DAVIS. 50-52
FOR SALE—Single comb R. I. Red baby Christine Moore, who have been for
.lamesway hatched. April. 18 cents: the past several months in Boston,
'IX) LET -House on Purchase St., $25 with chicks,
May. 16 cents: also started chicks. C. E.
out garage. $4 for garage. Apply KATHER
returned home Wednesday.
INE MATHER. Tin Laurlette. Apt. C
50-tf OVERL04 K. Warren, Me. Td. . i Warrm.
Miss Alice Collamore and Miss
49*51
TO LET—Rooms. We make you feel at
FOR SALE— Black male cockel spaniel Ruth Lermond motored to Portland
home at The Kenmore. Pleasant, airy rooms . puppies.
MRS. ROY SIMPSON, Criehaven. Tuesday for the day.
by day or week. All modem: comfortable ’ ..
49-52
beds. MRS. STATIA HARMON. 29 Park St ' _!£_
Mr. and Mrs. William Sulivan who
50-32
FOR SALE—In Warren. 5 room house, gas were in Boston during the winter have
lights,
lightning
rods,
large
wood
shed,
place
TO LET Well furnished apartment of three . . . , ,
, ,
, .
returned and will pass the summer
rm.ms with toilet, piazza, sited and two private 1
:
land
here.
wire 12 KNOX -ST. Tel. 578-YY
»■«*•
Si. ’*2i*.
‘
J
entrances. Inquire
('heap for quick sale, easy
50-tf , ,road to Waldoboro,
.
Alfred Matthew’s has returned from
--------------- terms. Inquire R. LITTLE. Meadow Rd.
TO LET—Five-room tenement all modern, ’ Thomaston. Me.
49-51 a business trip to Boston.
furnished or unfurnished. W. J. (McFADDEN
The Ladies’ Circle of the Baptist
FOR SALE—80 A. farm near State road,
22 Frederick S*_______________________ 30*52 cuts
35 tons hay. pastures 15 cows, good Church were much gratified at the
TO LET—Seven-room house on Lisle St., buildings. Must be sold at once at very low patronage given their supper Wed
electric lights, flush closet, garage. Apply price. Other farms any size. M. R. MILLER.
nesday evening. Miss Frances Shaw
A. M. HASTINGS at E. B. Hastings A Co.
Bast Union, Bfe
_____________________________________ 49-57
A
FOR .SALE—1926 Ford sedan engine just made a hit with her program.
TO LET - Tenement, downstairs, A-l con overhauled, good tires, good paint.
Cash broadcasting on an imitation radio
dition ; central location : with or without prlcee $125. lo KNOX ST.. Thomaston, first was put on.
The program: Scene
garage. MRS. DAMLE LANDERS, 100 Union floor.
48*30
laid in Mrs. A. F. Rice’s house, who
St- Tel. 1049-J._______________________ 46-tf
for sale Three 6 ft. display cases, first entertained as guest Mrs. E. P. Star
TO LOT—Furnished rooms, water, lights, class condition. CENTRAL MAINE IN>WER
flush closet, clothes closet, shed, on the ground CO.________________________________________ 48-50 rett; the announcer was Henry Fales;
floor. Adults only. Inquire at 72 CAMDEN
FOR SALE—Showcases, two 8 ft. and one a sketch. “What Old Mrs. Ember
ST.__________________________________ 49*54
6 ft. display cases at a bargain : 50 cloth cov Said,’’ by Mrs. Grace Andrews and
TO LOT—Apartment furnished or unfur ered stock boxes in two sizes, llUxO^xSki Mrs. Leila Smalley; sketch, ‘The
nished. DAVID RUBENSTEIN. 6 Talbot Ave and 13J|x9x5, all with brass polls. J. F.
48-tf GREGORY SONS CO.
47-tf Baggage.” by Miss Frances Shaw and
TO LET—Excellent 6-room apartment,
FOR SALE—Farms, all sizes and good bar Edward O B. Burgess; reading. “The
clean, good location, gas. MIKE ARMATA. gains. Let me know what you want and I Backseat Driver,” Gladys Doherty;
city.
___________________ 48-50 will show you what I have. JOHN KAI AN- popular songs played upon the piano,
TO LET—Five room house at 182 Broad- I DER- 'w«n*n. Me. R F. D. 1.
47*58 Miss Marian Starrett.
way. All modern. Tel. 715-J. W. R. LUFKIN
FOR SALE—Pansy plants. Small strong
George A. Hanley, Gleason street,
47-49 ' plants, seeds planted last August. Extra nice
TO LET—Two furnished rooms for light varl<“,y 33t- per dozen or 4 duz for Jl$. I observed his 82d birthday anniver
— k,,Adults only.. E. N. SYLVES*» “St*"* sary last Tuesday. Some relatives
housekeeping.
4C-tf extra money for parcel post. EDWIN A. and friends gathered at his home to
TER. 23 Cedar St Tel. 804-J.
DEAN Rockland. Maine. Tel 671-.I.
46*31
do honor to the event.
TO LET—Furnished rooms at 30 High St.
FOR SALE—-Horse, fast reader and good
HILL DANE. Tel. 427-K.______________ 43-tf
Fred Mank is taking down the barn
saddle, wt. 1000 lbs. Will trade for a cow
TO LET—Upstairs apartment at 12 Cedar that will freshen in Aug. <»r Sept. ROSE HLLL on the premises lately owned by
St. MRS. J. A. JAMESON. 40 North Main St
FARM. Owl - Head, Me Tel, 1170-Y. 4~-50 Thomas Wallace
on Wadsworth
Tel. 456-R.____________________________ 40-tf
FOR SALE—Kitchen, dining and bedroom street. He is intending to build a
TO LET—Upstairs apartment, 4 rooms, ' furnishings, at 299 Main St., Rockland. Call
two-car garage on the lot.
bath, electric lights. No cats or dogs. Ref forenoons or telephone MISS SPEAR 139-M.
Mrs. Earl Brown and son Earl of
erences required. Tel. 1001 or call at IS 1 __________________________ __________ 44-tf
SHAW AVE.__________________________ 39*tf
FOR .SALE—Quartered oak dining table and Portland, who have been guests of
TO LET—Apartment, 4 rooms in fine con- 6 chairs with black _____
___ r white
___ ____
leather seats,
iron ___
her _____
sister,w_____
Mrs.______
Earl____________
Woodcock for
dltion, »7, per w«k; garage.
*3 per month, bed and spring, three q iartcr size, also white a week returned to their home Friday

.744.492
287.684
524.529
7,776
77,717
10,496

1819

..... $3,458,316
.... 215,288.191
Reserve for Dividends ..wy. .....
375,000
All other Liabilities ......... ..... 1.610.000
Reserve for Conflagrations ..... 2,700.000
Reserve for Contingencies .. ..... 2.500.000
Capital .............................. --------- 7,500,000
Surplus over all Liabilities ..........19,109,254

Agents’ Balances ............. .
Bills Receivable ...............
Interest and Rents ......... .
All other Assets ...............

Gross Assets ............................... $7,652,696 77
00 peduct Heats not admitted .........
19,733 3*2
ill
04
47
Admitted ...................................... $7,632,963 45
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1929
60
53 Net Vnpald Losses ........................ $434,423 00
Unearned
Premiums .................... 3,246,145 02
77
208,530 81
70 All other Liabilities ..................
< ash Capital .................................... 1,000,000 00
11 Surplus over all Liabilities ....... 2,743,864 62

74
65
00
00
00
00
00
72

Liability
Insurance
A Specialty

00

45
00
59
05
17
89
23
38
90

48
82
93
96

97

Total Liabilities and Surplus ....$19,905,617 48

GOGHRAN, BAKER i MS

COMMERCIAL UNION ASSURANCE CO., Ltd.

FIDELITY-PHENIX FIRE INS. CO OF NEW

YORK

80 Maiden Lane. New York
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1929
Real Estate
Mortgage

................................

$1,736,475 78

6,000 00

Loans

Stocks and Bonds ................. ^..79.039,317 18
Cash In Office and Bank...........
2,234,263 79
Agents’ Balances ......................... 2,673,495 50
Bills Re&ivable ...........................
623,088 46
Interest and Rents .....................
246,781 71

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Of London. England

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1929
00
00
00
38

Gross Assets ............................$86,559,422
"Deduct Items not admitted .............

Admitted

88
58
69

INSURANCE

Gross Assets ........................... $16,406,947 25
Deduet Items not admitted............
98,910 35
Admitted . .......................... ...... $16,308,036 90
LLVBLL1T1ES DEC. 31, 1929

Net Unpaid Losses ........................$1,051 *65
Unearned Premiums .................... 7,609,770
All other Liabilities .................... 812.005
Surplus over all Liabilities ....... 6,834,994

Automobile

Total Liabilities and Surplus ..... $7,632,963 45

Aggregate, Including Capital
and Surplus ......................... $62,540,763 11
Surplus for Policy-Holders, $26,609,254.72
Losses Paid In 111 Years, 319,847,835.40

Real Estate .....................
$1,989,044
Mortgage Loans .......
54.500
Stocks and Bonds .......................... 9,608.620
Cash In Office and Bank ................ 2,943.539
Agents^ Balances ............................ 1,668.311
Bills Receivable ....
23.346
Interest and Rents
118,760
All other Assets ....
823

00
41
36
83
71
46

LIVERPOOL A LONDON A GLOBE INSUR

ASSETS DEC 31, 1929
ANCE COMPANY, Ltd.
....... $16,373 tri
I Pwthinp Square, New Yerk. N. Y.
DO
1,500 00
Collateral Loans ................... .......
ASSETS DEO. 31, 1929
Stocks and Bonds ................. ....... 15.787.115 no
Cash In Office and iBank ............ 2.753.240 #7 Real Estate ......... ................. ............... $707,576
Agents’ Balances ................... ....... 925.661 9" Mortgage Loans -------------------- - 1,666,354
27,625
Bills Receivable ..................
Interest and Kents ......................... 168.799 1(U:! Stocks and Bonds ........ . .......... ....13,947,318
76,228 86 Cash In Office and Bank ______ 1,347,745
All other Assets ....................___
Agents’ Balances ................... ..
2,045,154
Gross Assets .......................... $20,257,792 58 Bills Receivable .............................
101,363
Deduct Items not admitted.... . ... .. 100,785 47 Interest and Rents ....................... 190,557
All other Assets .............................
7,951
Admitted Assets ...................... $20,157,007 )1
Gross Assets ....................... ...$20,014,020
LIABILITIES DBC. 31. 1929
io Deduct Items not admitted ....
108,402
Net Unpaid Losses .............. ..... .$1,040,955
Unearned Premiums ................... 7.604,681 3:
Admitted ..........
$19,905,617
All other Liabilities .................. 1.248.584 {?
Cash Capital ............................ ....... 2.000.000
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 19^9
Surplus over all Liabilities . ...... 8.262,785
Net Unpaid Losses ....................... $1,397,840
Jotal Liabilities and Surplus ,...$20,l5-,««; tl Unearned Premiums ................... 11,782,567
All other Liabilities ................... 1,157,560
Surplus over all Liabilities ....... 5,567,647

On the 31st day of December. 1929. made to

Net Unpaid Losses ............ .

's a Useful Life.
1 Seavey.

THE CONNECTICUT FIRE INSURANCE CO.

COMMONWEALTH INSURANCE COM
PANY OF NEW YORK
150 William Street. Now York. N. Y.

$86,168,951 12

LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1929
Net Unpaid Losses ....................... $2,591,670 49
Unearned Premiums ..................... 22,952:842 21
All other Liabilities ..................... 9,365,796 81
Cash Capital .................................... 13,797,716 88
Surplus over all Liabilities ....... 37,460.924 73

...OF ALL KINDS...

52
79
75
84

......................

33
390.471 21

Total Liabilities and Surplus ....$86,168,951 12
UNITED

Tel. 497

STATES

PLOYERS’

BRANCH

LIABILITY

OF

THE

EM«

ASSURANCE

CORPORATION. Ltd.

Total Liabilities and Surplus....$16,308,036 90

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1929
QUINCY MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE CO.

NEW HAMPSHIRE MUTUAL LIABILITY CO.

Quincy, Massachusetts

Concord. New Hampshire
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1929

Real Estate ...........................^....$5,ie3,440 20
.♦Stocks and Bonds .......... . .......... 25,376,967 00
Cash in Office and Bank.................. 1,518,217 02
Of London, England
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1929
Premiums In course of collection 5,535,127 65
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1929
320,439 16
$109,712 50 Interest and Rents ................. ..
Collateral Loans ........ ....... -......
Stocks and Bonds . ......................$7,077,391 00 Stocks and Bonds .......................
537.039 92 All other Assets ................
365,994 04
Cash In Office and Bank ...............
999,284 21 Cash in Office and Bank ............. .
23,964 88
Agents’ Balances ...... ................... 888.573 12 Agents’ Balances ............... .......
16.319 20
Gross
Assets
............................
$38,238,185
07
Intrust and Rents .........................
8f,T89 $$ Interest and Rents .......................
1,644 80 Deduct items not admitted........
367,332 39
All other Assets ............ ........ .
28,490 18
Gross Assets ............................... $688,681 30
Admitted .................... ..
...... $37,870,852 68
Gross Assets ............................... $9,074,498 40
Deduct Items not admitted .........
96,878 25
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1929
Admitted ...........................
, $688,681 30
LONDON A LANCASHIRE INSURANCE CO.,

PHENIX MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE CO.

Ltd.

Concord, N. H.

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1929
Collateral Loans ............. . .......
$397,835 65
Mortgage Loans .............................
$2,800 00 Stocks and Bonds ....... ................ 1,017,854 98
Stocks and Bonds ......................... 1,957,009 Of) Cash in Office and Bank................
8,815 13
Cash In Office and Bank .............
46,625 19
72,037 83
Agents’ Balances
Agents’ Balances ............................
79,382 51
Interest aud Rents .....
5.304 90
Interest and Rents ........................
22,834 74
-----------------All other Assets ...........................
1,068 85
Gross Assets ............................. $1,546,435 85
Deduct Hems not admitted ............
91,691 93
Gross Assets
...~..$2,135,132 93
Admitted -...................................$1,454,743 92
Admitted ....
........... $2,135,132 93
LIABILITIES DBG. 31. 1929
Admitted
......... ...................$8,977,620
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1929
Net Unpaid Losses ___________ $639,716 78
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1929
Unearned Premiums ...................... .335,662 22
Net Unpaid Losses .......................
$29,513 02 All other Liabilities ..................... 110,117 99 Net Unpaid Losses ....................... $325,346
Unearned Premiums ...................... 667,208 75 Guaranty Capital ......................... 250,000 00 Unearned Premiums ................... 4,026.200
All other Liabilities ......... ............
386,045
U’i!? ?' 8urPlus over all Liabilities ....... 119,246 93 All other Liabilities .....................
Surplus over all Liabilities ....... 1,4234)27 4
Surplus over all Liabilities ........ 4,240,028
Total Liabilities and Surplus .... 41,454,743 92
Total Liabilities and Surplus ......$2,135,132 93
44-S-50 Total Liabilities and Surplus ^....$8,977,620

Katherine Dunbar for several days
returned home Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Zadoc L. Knight left
A large number of the members o
the Baptist parish assembled at "the Thursday bX m°‘or for Houlton where
vestry Thursday evening in ebserv- ,hey wU1 remain several months, Mr.
ance of the regular monthly Church Knlght havlnS employment there.
*
Mrs, Minnie Weed has returned
Night.
A baked bean supper wa
served at «.3O with Mrs. Maud from an extended visit with her
Walker as chairman of the supper daughter, Mrs. Marshall E. Reed at
committee. A praise service followed Roxburyand various matters of business were ' ^rs* Hildrcd Ryder who has been
discussed.
Charles Marston was ‘ ! ‘ ient ■* Kno* Hospital for the
elected chairman of the budget com- l,a>t
weeks was obliged to unmittee, his assistants to be chosen
a minor operation Tuesday and
later. The annual drive for funds at this writing is reported as restwill take place next month. Reports ing comfortably
Mr and Mrs. Lou Morrill returned
Adults only. 28 PACIFIC ST.
Tel. 436-M. Iron crib with mattress. Must be sold at once.
,,
, __
_ _
of the past year's work were read by
38-tf Price reasonable PHONE 133
F.-tl
Mr- aml Mrs- E- R°V Smith of the treasurer, Miss Helen Dunbar, to Bath Sunday after spending the
Highlands; spent the week- and by the clerk, Mrs. Nancy .1. Tri- weekend at their home on Mechanic
TO LET—Store in Park Theatre Bldg. i Foil SALE- Oakland four dour sedan, also
Fine location, excellent windows—lijSht and ’4 ton Ford truck, cheap for cash. A. T. end with Mr. and Mrs. Isaac N.
bou, which showed much progress street.
warm. Available for any thing except a N0RWOOD. Warren, Me.______________ 44-1f Young.
The Trytohelp Club will meet Mon
restaurant. MIKE ARMATA or The Men’s
both financially and spiritually un
FOR SALE—Dining table and six chairs
Vinal Killeran is driving a recent
Shop, Park St.
37-tf
der the efficient leadership of the day evening at the home of Mrs. Eva
with leather bottoms, fumed oak. TEL. 101-R. ly purchased Buick car.
Moon.
TO LET—Six room house at 72 Crescent St., _____________ ________________________ 35*tf j
pastor. Rev. Philip C. Hughey.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard are spendelectric lights, flush closet, in good condition.
Baptist Church:
Start Sunday
SALK—Fifty houses of all descriptions .
.,
... .. .
Howard Carroll has been confined right by attending morning worship.
A. M. FULLER. 260 Broadway._________ 34-tf in FOR
Rockland A large list of summer cottages.
the season with their son and
TO LET—Seven room unfurnished tenement In fact all kinds of real estate Come and his wife, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Howard, to the house for several days with a, Selection by the choir, “Come Graci
with bath, furnace, fine cellar, mostly hard talk over my list if you wish to buy. ROBERT Waftawnrth street
bad cold.
ous Spirit,” Thomas. Sermon by the
35-tf "adswortn street
wood floors, garage, first quality In every way, V. CDLL1XS. 375 Main st. Tel. 17.
Rev. F. F. Fowle who has this pastor, subject "A Manifestation of
The work committee of the Baptist
$30 month. V. F. STUDLEY. Tel. 1080.
FOR SALE—Five room house, Stanley
week
been
in
attendance
at
the
Maine
______________________________________ 39-tf Lane, good condition, cellar, no modern im Mission Circle packed two barrels of
God." Sunday school at noon with a
TO LET—Apartment m Bicknell block provements, double lot land. $1600. Can be clothing Tuesday at their meeting at Conference at Gardiner, motored class for everyone. B.Y.P.U. at 6.
Apply to B. B. SMITH, Thorndike A Hix paid as rent with small payment down. V. F. Miss Levensaler's, one for Tennessee home Friday night, returning to Gar leader, Gealdine Page. Evening sing
34-tf
Lobster Co. Tel. 208.
39-tf STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
diner this Saturday morning accom ing service. The male chorus will
and one for India.
FOR SALE—Large, number 8 kitchen range
panied by Adelbert Corson who will sing two selections by request. Ser
Services
for
the
Federated
Church
with gas attachment. Very nice baker; also,
.
„
Miscellaneous
summer house for hammock. Inquire at 44 Sunday will bo a^s follows: Sunday remain there over the weekend.
mon, “Over the Trial Course.”
The R.H.S. baseball team Yvon its
At the meeting of the Wild Rose
THIRTY ACRES $500, on Trout Stream. RANKIN ST. Tel. 202-w.______________ 34-tf school a>t 9.45; morning service at 11,
Poultry-truck farm with good fishing: third
FOR SALE—Dahlia bulbs that have become subject, “A Glad Awakening.” The third consecutive victory when it Troop Girl Scouts Wednesday eve
level and clear, bal. wood: homelike 4-room "'IT',?1 ,ha?d,1In5' “J! s,a"d»rd
evening service will be at 7 o’clock played Waldoboro H.S. at Waldoboro ning plans Yvere made for their trip
house, in beautiful healthful country; $500 while they last l.» for $1, postage extra. Due
, .
;
complete, paprt cash: pg. 26 new spring cata- to limited garden space I also have some surthe theme The Best Dish.
This Thursday afternoon with the result to Boston to attend the New England
lngue 1000
bargains.
Free.
STROUT plus stock of many leading varieties that 1 will be held in the vestry of the ing score 17 to 6. Bill Dunlop pitched Girl Scout Convention.
The}’ will
AGENCY, 813-DG Old South Bldg.. Boston. mv1
a«irerVi
church and will be informal in char- the game and was never in danger? leave on the morning of May 15,
Mass.
50-lt m\ list. Riverside Dahlias. MRS KATHA,
, - .
,,
.
...
Saturday afternoon at 2 o’clock Union motoring as far as Portland, thence
i after and friendly in spirit.
CLaHRYOY.VNT, 22 Bay View Sq. Tel. 63-M. RiNE CHAPIN, Rawson Ave., Camden, Me.
Ths Young People’s Society meets H. S. will play here and a crowd of on to Boston by boat.
43*50 _____________ ___ ____________________ 33-58
FOR SALE- Seven room house, bath, hot in the vestry’ Monday evening at 7.30. interested followers will no doubt
Miss Barbara Richardson is a vic
MONEY TO LOAN od 1st and 2nd mort
The proud and happy mothers of be on hand to witness this game.
tim of whooping cough.
gages. KNOX FINANCE CO., 16 School St. water heat fine cellar, single garage, fine
corner
lot
with
plenty
shrubbery,
central
locat
,
o
P
i,
0
,
onoo
t
ctnK
♦Wo
Opp, postofflce._________________________39-tf tion, to be sold at once at very reasonable
A meeting of the Democratic town
Chataneet Club met at the home
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws and price. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park St. Tel. 1080 of Mrs. Earl F. Woodcock Thursday committee was held Thursday eve
WARREN
repair your furniture at 216 LIMEROCK ST. ______________________________________ 32-tl and gave a picnic to their.,young chil- ning at Hotel Rockport. This com
Tel. 1010._____________________________ 39-tf
dren. Games that interest and are mittee as organized recently is com-j Next Wednesday evening ‘*FellowDAHLIAS—State Inspected and guaranteed ;
usually found in use at children’s posed of the following citizens: Guy ship” will be the topic for discussion
20 mixed. $1 ; 15 all different not labelled, $1 ;
gatherings were enjoyed. The deco Annis, Minnie Weed. Annie Clark, at the Baptist Church.
15 each different and labeled, $1.25 : sent post
paid in first three zones. Many other attrac
rations were of an Easter character Hattie Rhodes, Emma Torrey. Leola
Members of Warren Lodge, I.O.O.F.
tive collections. Send for price list. MRS.
and the ever popular refreshments Mann, Cora Wentworth, Mrs. H. M. and Mystic RebekahLodge will meet
A. I. PERRY, Willow Brook Dahlia Gardens.
Brazier,
Alice
Gardiner.
Winfield
Rob

Hope, Me.
39*50
of ice cream, cake, cookies, candy
at their hall Sunday evening at 6.30
and lemonade were served. Those bins, Mrs. A. B. Packard. Mabel and march to the Baptist Church,
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at the
CASH OR CHARGt ACCOUNT
Withee.
W.
A.
Paul.
Louis
Upham,
Rockland Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders
present: Mrs William Stone and
observing .their anniversary by at
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J. 39-tf
children Telia and Lewis. Mrs. Wil George Jameson, C. L. McKinney, H. tending the service.
FARMS, COUNTRY HOMES. COTTAGES
B.
Collamore,
S.
J.
Andrews,
F.
R.
liam Gilchrest and children. Billie
Mystic Rebekah Lodge Is to ob
and estates, up-to-date property, In the gar
and Barbara. Mrs. Enoch Clark and HaweS, W. L. Dillingham, C. E. serve Past Noble Grands’ Night Mon
den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay
Wrltf
Everything priced one-half usual
Rhodes,
W.
A.
Clark.
H.
M.
Brazier,
children Robert and Marie. Mrs.
day, April 28. Refreshments will be
us what you want. ORRIN J. DICKEY, Belprice. That the public appreci
fast. Me______________________________ 39-tf
Arthur Risteen and daughter Elaine, A. B. Packard and Everett Libby. The served after the meeting.
ates our values is proved by the
officers
are
Herbert
Poland
chairman,
WHEN LY BOSTON—RememDer tuat you
Mhs. Charles Smith and Charles and
Mrs. Alena W. iStarrett takes over
steadily increasing
number of
can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette wltb
Virginia. Mrs. Earle Brown and son C. S. Gardner secretary. Addle L. the duties of the Warren cor
satisfied customers who recom
the home news, at the Old South News Agency
Jenkins
treasurer.
The
county
com

respondent May 1. News may be
Earl of Portland, Mrs. Earl F.
Washington St., next Old South Church
mend us to their friends. Don’t
Woodcock and children Elonia and mittee from this town are Albert given her over the telephone 38-12.
let lack of ready cash keep you
Rhodes, E. Benson Stanley. It is
Fred Watts, formerly of the Alad
Margery.
from inspecting our large stock.
Eggs and Chicks
planned to have a meeting of the din Studio, has opened an up
Come in—look around. A com
town committee every Thursday eve holstery and repair shop on Mascoma
plete line of Household Furniture,
SEARSMONT
ning at Hotel Rockport and to have street. Lebanon, N. H. Mr. Watts,
Stoves, Desks, Safes and Musical
Ice left Quantabacook Lake April present some candidate for office or who is an excellent workman, will
Instruments.
11, twelve days earlier than last year. some member of the State or County be missed by Warren friends and
Lewis Robinson, caretaker at the C. committee.
patrons.
ROCKLAND
. C. I'ineo farm, had 500 chicks come
Mrs. E. O. Patterson who has been
Mrs. Helpn Maxey has employment
from Iowa, and only seven of them confined to her bed threatened with at Fuller-Cobb-Davis’, Rockland.
FURNITURE CO.
were found dead.
i
pneumonia is now able to be about
Mrs. Abby Stetson who has been
Formerly occupied by Rcckland
Wesbra Bowley is taking the cen the house. Her many friends hope seriously ill for some weeks is now
Produce Co.
sus of this town.
for her complete recovery soon.
able to sit up and is gaining in health
41 Tillson Ave.
Rockland
Mrs. F. A. iDunton is caring for
The regular Sunday morning and slowly.
Telephone 427-R
Mrs. Della Woodcock’s dog, “Bimbo” evening service at the Methodist
WHITE WYAXPOTTB HATCHING BGGfi.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wyllie have
32S-Ttf
brown egg strain front nty .special breeding
while she is ill in Waldo County Hos Church will be omitted this week sold their place at Oyster River to
pens. Stale tested. Chicks husky and full of
pital.
OYving to the pastor’s absence. The Milton Robinson.
pep. Limited number, 10c per egg.
and Mrs. Maynard Cush- Sunday school will meet at the usual
Alvah Simmons and Hilliard Spear
llALI.. 21 Hockland St.
and daughter Hester have hour.
who have been taking the census
baby CHICK* i.KAPE A A—From rareBUXTON’S SPECIFIC
fullv selected range raised blood-tested stock
returned from a week’s visit in
Mrs. E. C. Dunhar of Lowell, Mass., here have nearly completed their
noted for size, vigor and high egg produc 
Is proving its worth. While eliminating Bangor with Mrs. Cushman’s sister who has been the guest of Mrs. work.
tion. These chicks are the best that science
your
Mrs. Harry Bickford, formerly of this
and experience can produce. Grade A. utility
chicks from $11 per hundred up. Growing
place.
< hicks—Chicks well started arc hand raised
Mr. and Mrs. E. Bliss Marriner of
830
YVe are offering a few hundred two or three
It purifies and enriches the blood and
week old ellleks at very reasonable prices.
puts the stomach and nerves In the best Portsmouth, N. H.. are with -Mrs.
100% Live Delivery guaranteed. Write today
of condition. Let us send you a booklet. Marriner's father, Eben Cobb for a
for price list and folder.
CANFIELD
The Buxton Rheumatic Medicine Co., week.
II kTCHEKY', 33 State Hoad, Lexington, Mass.
Abbot Village, Maine. For sale at all
The card parties at Mr. and Mrs.
50-It[
leading drug stores.
Charles Bryant’s continue every
S.
it. I. It CHICKS for April Bit delivery.
Of Every Description
Tuesday evening, when a small sum
also eggs for hatching. HARRY WATERMAN.
Hear
South Thomaston. Tel. IH7-.Y._________
Manure and Spading Forks, Hoea, Trowels,
is paid which goes for the benefit of
Kendall
S. C. R. 1. REPS, .lamesway chic ks. Stock
Weeders, Shears, Knives, Rakes, Prunera, Shov
I the Grange.
productive and gored color. Hatches April 13
and
Mrs. Carrie G. Packard and son
els, Planters, Wheelbarrows, etc.
and 24 $20 per 100 to .300. Write for prices ;
j Robert vvho have been with her
Whitney
AT PLEASINGLY REASONABLE PRICES
on larger lots. BERTHA D. TEAGUE A E. C. |
Ruraliats
parents Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Dunton
TEAGUE, Warren, .Me. Tel. 13-42 Warren.
Make
personal selections at our store—or order
47-tf
on
j for a few Yveeks, left for Rockland
direct by mail from our 180 page Catalog, which
BABY I'llIX, Wvllle's Strain S. C Reds.
WCSH
• where they visited for a few days
will be sent free on request.
bred for eggs, type and color. State accredited
I will be at the GREEN GABLES,
Tuesdays
before going to their home in Port
for white diarrhoea. April 15 to May 15, $20
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY
8.00 P. M.
per hundred: May 15 and June. $1* per hun
CAMDEN, MAINE, APRIL 22 [ land. Mrs. Packard after having a
REFUNDED!
dred : ‘postpaid. Safe arrival guaranteed. In
vacation expects to return to the
lots of 10000 or over $2 less per bundled F
and 23. Please make appointments
Woolworth
Store
where
she
has
had
H. YVYLLIE A SON, Thomaston, Ble. l’hone
employment the past four years.
previous to the above date. Call—
W'arren 10-6._____
41-tf
Considerable snow fell Tuesday
FARM, DAIRY and POULTRY SUPPLIES
SEEDS
R. I REDS, State tested, 100 per cent free
night but disappeared.
YVe are now booking orders for March and
The
Green
Gables,
Tel
201
April delivery for $18 per 100, or $85 for 500 ;
iSonte of the farmers in this vicin
I 100 per cent live delivery guaranteed
All
ity have planted peas and potatoes,
chicks hatched from our own stock; 10 per
but the freezing cold Yveather makes
EVA L. HOLMES
cent with order would be appreciated. Y\e
FEDERAL and TEMPLE STS.,
PORTLAND
MAINE
it seem discouraging. Tlhat's the
’ deliver chicks to your door. Addreses V. R
YVOODMA.N A SON, Winterport, Me. Tel
40-tf
farmers hard luck.
«-3L

15

LIABILITIES DEC.

14
18
26
57

Net Unpaid Losses ..............
Unearned Premiums ............
All other Liabilities ..........
Guaranty Capital ................
Surplus over all Liabilities .

Spring Clearance Sale

RHEUMATISM

Farm and Garden Tools

Chiropody

Kendall & Whitney

I

16
97
76
00
41

Net Unpaid Losses ..... . ..... ......$16,386,501
Unearned Premiums ............. ....... 10,744,545
Net Unpaid Losses ................. ......$16,386,501
Unearned Premiums ........... ........10.744.545
All other Liabilities.... .......... ....... 2,991,812
Statutory Deposit ................. ....... 350,000
Surplus over all Liabilities ......... 7,397,993

00
52
00
52
41
00
75

15 Total Liabilities and Surplus ..... $688,681 30 Total Liabilities and Surplus ....$37,870,852 68

ROCKPORT

Used Furniture
Sold

1929
$9,718
136,615
165.692
. 200.000
176,654

VINALHAVEN «. ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

TO

BOSTON
BY STEAMER

Freight and Passenger Service
Make that business trip to Boston In
comfort, on the big steamer CAMDEN

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
State Highway Construction

Sealed proposals addressed to the State
Highway Commission, Augusta. Maine, for
building thirteen sections of State Highway
will be received by the Commission at Its
office in the State House. Augusta, (Maine,
until 11.00 A. M. Eastern Standard Time, IMay
7. 1930, and at that time and place publicly
openvl and read.
Concrete Surface, six sections as follows:
F. A. Project R-3-B, Winslow, 1.33 miles; F.
A. Projects 112-B and 113-B, Bar Harbor.
2.89 miles: F. A. Project 117-B, ThomastonWarren. 2.00 miles: F. A. •I’roject 121-C,
Cumberland and Yarmouth, 4.43 miles : F. A.
Project T21-D, Brunswick, 4.16 miles; and
State Project “D” Wttolwlch, 1.8$ miles.
BITU.xn.NOUS MACADAM SURFACE, three
sections as foDowt: F. a. Project H»5-D,
Bingham, 1.71 miles: F. A. Project 106-D,
Auburn, 2.62 miles and 1 F. A. Project 106-E,
Mechanic Falls. 1.30 .miles.
Gravel (Surface, four sections as follows:
F. A. Project 85-D, Corinth, 3.00 miles; F. A.
Project 109-E, Dixfield, 2.78 miles: F. A
Project 109-F, IWilton-Dixfield, 3.50 miles
and State Project ’’R " China, 1.92 miles.
The work will consist of grading, drainage
and surfacing. Each proposal must he made
upon the blank forms provided by the Com
mission for a copy jof which a deposit of one
dollar will be required, and must be accom
panied by a certified check or a surety bond
for 10% of the amount bid payable to the
Treasurer of the State of i.vtaine. fhe •en
velope enclosing the proposal should be plain
ly marked "Proposal for State Highway Con
struction in the Town of------------------ The
certified check will be returned to the un
successful bidder unless forfeited under the
conditions stipulated.
A bond satisfactory to the Commission of
not less than one-fourth'nor more than onehalf of the amount of the contract will be
required. Plans may be seen and forms of
specifications and contract may be obtained
at the office of the Commission Augusta,
Maine.
The right Is reserved to reject any or all
proposals.
FRANK A. PEABODY, Chairman
CLYDE H. SMITH,
EDWARD E. FARNSWORTH.
State Highway Commission
LUCIUS D BARROWS. (Tilef Engineer
Dated at Augusta, Maine, April 23, 1930
50-lt
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE

Whereas, Leroy 8. Davis' of Appleton in the
County of Knox and tState of Maine, by his
mortgage deed dated April 3rd 1928, and re
corded in Knox County iReglstry of Deeds,
Book 218, Page 136, conveyed to the under
signed, Fred A. Thorndike of Rockland. In
said County of Knox and State of Maine, a
certain lot or parcel of land with the build
ings thereon situated at Broadway Gardens,
so called, in the City of Rockland. County of
Knox and State of Maine: Being lots num
bered seventy-seven (77) and seventy-eight
(78) on Broadway, so called, containing seven'
thousand three hundred ten (7310) equare
feet, more or less, as shown on plan of E. N.
Sheffield, Civil Engineer, dated May, 1922, and '
recorded In the Knox County Records, Book ,
3. Page 61.
Nevertheless this conveyance Is made sub-1
ject to the following, viz: No house or other
buildings shall be built on said lots within'
ten years of January 1, 1922, to cost less,
than $1000. Except that after a dwelling
house has been built such out houses as
may be suitable and appurtenant thereto
may also be erected.
See deed of A. H. Chapman Land Co. to
Leroy S. Davis, dated January 17, 1928, and
recorded in Knox Registry of Deeds, Book 215,
Page 1367.
Subject, however, to a prior mortgage In
favor of the Rockland Loan and Building
Association, on which there is now due about
$1860.
And whereas the conditions of said mort
gage have been broken,
Now therefore, by reason of the breach of
the conditions thereof, 1 claim a foreclosure
of said mortgage.
Dated at Rockland, Maine, April 10th, 1930.
FRED A. THORNDIKE.
Rockland, April 10th, 1930.
Personally appeared the above named Fred
A. Thorndike, and made oath that the fore
going foreclosure notice, by him signed, Is
true.
Before me,
GILFORD B. BUTLER,
44-S-5O
Justice of the Peace.

Sailing 8 P. M.
Tuesday—Thursday—Saturday
for Boston. Connections at Boston
with direct steamer to NEW YORK.
Steamer Westport leaves Rockland
3.00 A. M. Tuesday, Thursday. Satur
day for Bar' Harbor and intermedi
ate landings, and sails 7.30 A. M.
Monday, Wednesday and Friday for
Brooklin and intermediate landings.
Special low rates fpr automobiles ac
companied by passengers.
For reservations apply
Wharf Office

EASTERN
stftnnship liiipx

9 30.
Return-Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P.
Vinalhaven 2.45, North Haven 3.30, Ston
ington at 4.40; due to arrive at Swans Island
about 6.00 P. M.
182-tf

IMPERIAL ASSURANCE COMPANY

New York. N. Y.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1929

Stocks and Bonds ....................... $3,370,543
(’ash in Office and Bank ............. 236,006
Agents’ Balances ...........................
270,040
Interest and Rents .......................
40.432
All other Assets ..........................
2,330

00
73
70
44
95

Gross Assets ............................. $3,919,353 82
Deduct Items not admitted..........
63,802 21
Admitted .................................... $3,855,551
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1929
Net Unpaid Losses ..................... - $125,825
Unearned Premiums ......... -......... 1,258,302
All other Liabilities ................... .
91,500
Cash Capital .................................. 500,000
Surplus over all Liabilities ........ 1,879,923

61
00
91
00
00
70

Total Liabilities and Surplus ..... $3,855,551 61
ARTHUR L. ORNB
417 Main St.
Rockland, Me.

44-S-5O

UNIVERSAL INSURANCE CO.

Newark. New Jersey

/IRCHPRE^RVER
’’Keeps the Foot Well”
for Men and Women

ABSET8 DEC. 31, 1929
Stocks and Bonds ......................... $4,105,152
(’ash in Office and Bank ............. 333,407
Agents” Balances ........................... 812,445
All other Assets ..............................
38,955

31
03
11
57

Gross Assets ............................... $5,289,960 02
Deduct items not admitted..........
150,724 22

Admitted .................................. ...$5,139,235
LIABILJT1E8 DEC. 31,1929
Net Unpaid Losses ............................ $815,394
Unearned Premiums ................... 1,783,707
All other Liabilities ..................... 209,520
4 ash Capital .................................. 1,250,000
‘Surplus over all Liabilities ......... 1,080,612

80
15
92
90
00
83

Total Liabilities and Surplus ..... $5,139,235 80
E. -C. MORAN & CO.

Heel-to-Ball Fitting

DORMAN’S
440 MAIN ST.

Agents
425 Main 8t.

47-8-53

IOWA MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY

ROCKLAND
20-tf

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!
Wa want all your LIVE POUL
TRY.
Highest Prices paid. Call
or write Charles Shane, care of
R. E. Cutting, Warren, Me. Tel.
Warren 3-3 and trucke will call at
your door. Referenced Any poul
try raiaer.

Ds Witt, lews
.LSSET8 DBC. 31. 1929
Real Kstate ...... .............. ....................... $89,570 43
Mortgage Loans .................................
384,563 98
Collateral Loans ....................... ..
19,000 00
Flocks and Bonds ......................... 281,666 25
Pash in Office and Bank .............
11,978 50
Agents’ Balances ...................... .
107,689 37
14,772 14
Interest and Rents ..................... .
7,060 95
All other Assets ........................... .

: Gross Assets .........................
beduct items not admitted........

$916,301 62
35.108 86

Admitted ....................................... $881,192 ;«
LIABILITIES DEC. 81 , 1929
Net Unpaid Losses ........................ *32.000 99
Unearned Premiums ...................... 606,118 60
All other Liabilities ................
11,140 48
Surplus over all Liabilities .... .... 231,932 69
Total Liabilities and Surplus ....... *881,192
SGOTT Ac COMPANY

78

Old Town, Maine

Insurance Service
State Agents

CHARLES SHANE CO.
27-tf

44-8-50

PHCENIX ASSURANCE CO.. Ltd.
London, England

Work Done Anywhere
Prompt Service
Water pipes Repaired and Relaid.
Inside and Out. Digging included.
Pipes Wired Out. Sewers Dug,
Laid Out and Cleaned when
Plugged.
Cesspools Dug and
Rocked.
Shallow Cellars Dug
Deeper.
Floors Cemented and
Walls Repaired.

S. E. Eaton
TEL. 534-J

ROCKLAND, ME.

44Stf

AaSOTS >DEC. 31, 19*29
Beal Estate
...............
$228,462
Stocks and Bonds ..................... 6.769.277
Cash in Office and Bank.............
332,555
Agents' Balances ......................... 1,352,069
Bills Receivable ..................... "
120
fnterest and Rents .....................
107,762
All other Assets .................... .
183.386

06
50
91
73
83
08
63

Gross Assets ......................... ......$8,973,634
Deduct items not admitted L... ------ 347,999

74
94

Admitted .................................... 8,625/
LIABILITIES DBC. 31, 1929
Net Unpaid Losses..............................

$436

Unearned Premiums ............. .
4 757’
All other Liabilities ................. 282
Deposit Capital .........................
400'
Surplus over all Liabilities ....... 2,749^

Total Liabilities and Surplus..... $8,625,634
44-S

DR. E. L. SCARLOTl

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 this firm has
faithfully served the families
of Knox County

35

Limtrock St.

Rock

Osteopathic Physician
By Appointment—T«l. 13#
Graduate of American School
Oeteopathy

LADY ATTENDANT

EDWARD K. GOULD
Attorney at Law

Tel. Day 450 ;
781-1
AMBULANCE SERVICE

(Formerly Juage of Probata)
Special Attention to Probate Matters
and Real Estate Titles
Corner Main St. and Tillson Ave.

BURPEE’S

SStf

WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Pteamer leave* Swan’j Island at 5.30 A. M.,
Stunlugton 6.25. North Haven 7.25, Vinalhaven 8.15. due to arrive at Rockland about

ROCKLAND, ME.

DR.LINWOOD T. ROGER

Osteopathic Physician
400 MAIN ST., RdCKLANO

Telephone* 1295; Residence

C8S-M
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HORIZONTAL

49-Wir.g shaped

7-Spheres of contest
12- Narrow beam of
light
13- To set down by
items

16- Fart of a circle

17- Before
18- Cottonwocd of
Texas
19- A vegetable
20- Fearless
22-On the top
25-Day of week

(abbr.)

27- Awry (Scot.)
28- To equip
29- Point of compass
(abbr.)
20-A gardsfli tool
32-Thick cords
34- Slumbers
35- A relative
36- Noth:ng

37- Skillful
38- Gentiewoman
42-At rest
45-Trifled
46- Concerning
48-Ahead

bX

bl

bb

bb

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)

1-Glows
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VERTICAL (Cont.)
10- Exist

51-Wan

11- Weighing machines
14- Seniors
54- Feminine name
15— Idols
55- Suffix used in pa
20- Ordered
thology
21- Type of molding
56- Rested
23- Propellers
59-Grate the teeth
24- Protestant (abbr.)
S1-Poisonous snake
| 26-Greek letter
63- Frczen water
i29-Snake
64- The recipient of a
31-Calm
legacy
33-Peas collectively
66-Combining form.
39-To distribute
New
40- Not occupied
G7-Commander
41- Vaulted over
68-An Insect
42- A meal
43- Sacred language of
VERTICAL
India
44- Units
1- Accosts
45- Part of the throat
2- An Etruscan god
47-Stupor
3-An organ of sight
50-Wrath
4- Musical note
52-Remains of a firs
5- Not fresh
57-High card
6- American Medical
Eft-Beverage
Association (abbr.) 60-Swiss river
7- Fcrmer name of
. 61-Conjunction
nitrogen
• 62-Observe
8- Musical note
64-The (French)
53- Prepositlon

9- Sliort sleep

! 65-Epistle (abbr.)

Copyright. The International Syndicate

Solution to Previous Puzzle.

CUSHING
(Friends of Mr. and Mrs. Granville
Osier, Damariscotta, have received
cards announcing the arrival April
5, of a son, Newton James, weighing
10 pounds.
Mrs. Asenath Erickson, teacher in
district 4. was called to Rockland
Wednesday night. Her daughter who
recently underwent an operation for
appendicitis at Knox Hospital, having suffered a relapse.
Ralph Davis of Thomaston was
the guest of his aunt Mrs. W. F. Flint
recently.
r> Lloyd Beckett of Thomaston is a
guest of Mr. and Mrs. M. J. Maloney
for a few days.
Miss Coolbroth of Tenant’s Harbor
is working at E. ®. Hart's.
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. .Maloney are at
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wetks
Maloney is serving
; as guard at the prison.

their home in Thomaston for two |

«'• a"d

,S<'avey and Ron

____________________________ __ ______ | william of Pleasant Point were
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs. E.
•S. Geyer
Mrs. Sarah Seavey of Pleasant
Point recently visited iMr. and Mrs.
W. G. Maloney also Mr. and Mrs. B.
S. Geyer for a few days.
Harry Young who has employment
at the Newbert farm spent the
j weekend at his home here,
j Mr. and Mrs. Fred Olson visited
relatives in Warren Sunday.
Mr. and (Mrs B. B. Robinson spent
the weekend with Mr. and Mrs
Charles Robishaw. Rockland,
j Mr. and Mrs. Fred I. Geyer of South
j Hope were at their home in town
; Sunday and called on friends. iMr.
Geyer has charge of Mr. Crle's farm
i in South Hope where he has had a
large quantity of wood cut the past
I winter, which he is now having pre| pared for market. He also has sev
eral head of cattle at the farm, many
of which are of the large Angus
breed.
Mrs. Jack Perie has some four
and one-half months old pullets
which are laying. Can anyone tell
of any smarter birds
If so would
like to hear about them.
Miss Arietta Maloney is visiting
Miss Evelynne Coombs at Isle au

MILLER’S GARAGE

WALDOBORO

Miss Audrey Wyman, who has been
Members are requested to he pres- |
ent at the next meeting of Pleasant So That You May Watch passing her vacation with her par
ents Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Wyman,
River Grange, to prepare for Mother’s i
Next Season’s Basketball has returned to Everett, Mass.
Day program which will be given
May 7.
There will be tableaux,
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Benner and
Understandingly
songs, etc., pertaining to Mother’s
young son of .Portland have been
Day and refreshments will be served.
visiting Mr. and Mrs. J. V. Benner.
Basketball has passed into history
Odd Fellows and Rebekahs are in
Meenahga Grange meets Monday
vited to attend Union Church Sunday but for the benefit Of those who like evening. The third and fourth de
to
watch
the
game
understandingly,
at the 11.30 service. Rev. P. J. Clif
grees are to be conferred on a class
ford will preach and there will be and not merely to razz the referee, of candidates and Waldoboro Grange
readers
should
be
in
touch
with
the
special music by the choir, Mrs.
of South Waldoboro will be guests.
Blanche Hamilton Kittredge, leader, rules which have Just been promul The roll call will be an appropriate
gated.
Here
are
the
major
changes
Mrs. Ola Carver Ames, at the organ.
Easter quotation or verse.
for next season:
Mrs. Frederick A. .Brummitt has
Rally Day will be observed Sunday
A player who Is fouled in the act returned from Boston and Florida
at Union Church Sunday Schoot at of shooting a goal now gets credit
the usual hour. Miss Martha Beck for the field goal if he makes it. but where she passed the winter and has
man will be soloist and Miss Ruth gets only one free throw. (Formerly opened her home on Friendship
Brown reader. Rev. iP. J. Clifford he got two foul shots whether the street.
Rev. George W. Collins has accept
will deliver an address to the school. field goal was scored or not). Like
All are welcome. The average at wise, if the goal is made and the ed a call to the pastorate of the Bap
tendance the past three weeks has foul shot missed, the ball is In play tist Church and will occupy the pul
pit in May.
been 180.
instead of being returned to center
Mrs. Anthony Castner has re
Alien Drake and son Marshall who for a Jump off.
turned from 'Boston.
have beep spending the winter months
On a Jump ball, the ball may be
Fred Turner of Portland and Mrs.
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert tapped not more than twice by either
Laura Turner of Bremen have been
Conway will return today to their player jumping, in or out of-the guests of relatives In town.
summer home the , “Breakers,” at circle. But if one jumper runs out of
The annual roll call and business
Arey's Harbor.
the center, the penalty was made a meeting of the Baptist Church will
E. A. Smalley returned Thursday technical foul with one free throw he held in the vestry Friday, May 2.
from Swan’s Island.
for the opponent instead of merely
At the meeting of the Lincoln
James Calder left Tuesday for giving It to the opposing team on the •County Band Association at BoothBoston to receive treatment for his sideline. An exception to the rule bay Harbor at which local delegates
eyes.
was made where a jump off is made were present it was voted to hold all
The housekeepers at Union Church near the basket and one player tips rehearsals at the Association head
Circle Thursday were: Florence Mul the ball in while the other runs out. quarters in Newcastle, the dates to
len. Emma .Winslow, Maude Peasley Then the field goal counts and the be announced later.
and Jeanette Carver.
foul is disregarded.
The Homemakers will serve a sup
Mrs. Scott Littlefield entertairted
Another rule, made to allow more per In the Methodist vestry next
three tables of bridge Tuesday even actual playing time, is'that on a Wednesday.
ing at her home on Pleasant street. free throw, the timer’s watch shall
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Gay were in
Honors went to Mrs. :L. |W. iSanborn, not be started until the ball leaves Union Tuesday evening. They at
Mrs. Ezra Conway and Mrs. Frank the thrower’s hands.
tended the guest night banquet of
Winslow.
A rule was passed limiting over the Community dub, Mrs. Gay be
Mrs. George Newbert recently en time play to three overtime periods ing the speaker.
tertained the 4 A’s at bridge at her with a longer rest period between the
The Susannah 'Wesley Society was
home.
first and second periods. The de entertained by Mrs. [Eudora Miller
The Weary Club met Wednesday cision as to whether the third period Monday evening.
with Mrs. Jennie Elwell for an all- should be a “sudden death" after
The regular meeting of Wiwurna
day session.
with the game going to the first team
Miss Teresa MacLean of Portland to score, or whether the tie should be
was the weekend guest of Mr. and decided In some other manner was
Mrs. Harry Wilson, returning home left to the discretion of local officials.
Monday.
Mrs. Frank Winslow will entertain
SPECIAL MATCHES
the Washington Club Saturday even
ing. A six o’clock supper will be
served.
Wholesalers a.nd Kickapoo
Mr. and Mrs. Benj. K. Smith re
Triumphant In the Interturned Thursday from a week’s visit
in Boston.
League Contests
Mr. and Mrs. Peari Dyer of Rock
land arrived Monday and are guests
This is the final standing of the
of her parents Mr. and Mrs. Charles
special match In which the winning
Dyer.
Mrs. Grace Conway was given a team of each league bowled for 35 in
birthday surprise Tuesday evening gold:
W L P.C. P.F.
at her home. Cards, piano music and
12
6 .667 7053
a radio concert were features of the Wholesalers,
6 12 .333 6977
occasion. Lunch was served and Mrs. Sheepskinners,
The team’s individual averages
Conway was presented a handsome
floor lamp. The invited guests were: were:
Mrs. Edith Newbert. Mrs, Nellie
Wholesalers
Nickerson. Mrs. Elvie iHennigar, Mrs.
P.F. Strings PC.
Annie Conway, Mrs. Helen Haskell. French,
1598
15
106.53
Mrs. Madeline Smith, iMrs. Eleanor Glldden,
1410 . 15
94.00
Conway. Mrs. Louise Chilles, Mrs. S. Rogers,
1383
IS
92.20
Bessie Conway, Mrs. Marion Little Jordan,
1380
15
912.00
field, Mrs. Agnes Oakes, Mrs. Violet Brown,
1282
15
85.47
Baum, Mrs. Bernice Calder, Mrs.
Sheepskinners
Mertie Brown. Mrs. Muriel Osgood,
P.F. Strings P.C.
Mrs. Ruby Calder, Mrs. Lottie Web
1452
15
96.80
ster. Mrs. Annie Webster, Mrs. Susie Ireland,
C.
Smalley,
1435
15
95.67
Webster. Mrs. Marne Gray. Miss Dor
G.
Davis,
1410
15
94.00
othy Conway was guest of honor.
E.
Stone,
1408
15
93.87
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Greenlaw re
W
Stone,
1272
84.80
15
turned from Portland Wednesday.
This is the final standing of the
Mrs. Carrie Cassie entertained at
bridge Wednesday evening at her special match in which the second
highest team of each league bowled
home. Supper was served.
Mrs. Joseph Kittredge entertained for 310 In gold.
W L P.C. P.F.
the Needlecraft Club at her home
10
8 .555 7211
Wednesday night in honor of the Kickapoo,
« 10 .445 7158
birthday anniversary of Mrs. Jeanette Central Maine,
The team’s individual averages
Carver. Lunch was served. Mrs.
Carver received several beautiful were:
gifts.
Kickapoo

at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Perie.
Master Clyde iMaloney is the proud
possessor of a new Elgin bicycle.
Mrs. Levi TTmer has employment
at the home of Mrs. Fannie Morse.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawreston Creamer
are at Pleasant Point with their
daughter iMrs. Riley Davis and
family. Mr. Creamer is improving in
health.
<S. E. Hyler was at B. S. Geyer's
Sunday.
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Starrett were pained to learn of her
death and much sympathy is ex
tended to the sorrowing husband,
who was formerly of this town.

NORTH HAVEN

Spring seems to have gone into
reverse. Icicles have this week hung
from the water spouts.
Cachelot III, now in the hands of
United States officers in Portland for
rum-running, was seen by many
North Haveners as she spend through
followed by a U. S. rum-chaser. A
beautiful
two-masted
schooner
Haut.
with auxiliary engine, white as a
Walpas iSallinen has employment snow-drift. It is sad indeed to see
such a boat debauched and thus
fallen from her high standing.
The garage being built by Frank
Beverage for the Baptist parsonage
is nearing completion. It promises to
You will be if you pick out any
be a fine looking building and will
of the Good Used Cars we are
add 3500 to the value of the church
properties.
offering.
All good buys—and
Friends of Horace and Mrs. Noyes
pleasantly reasonable.
are pleased to welcome them to
North Haven again and to see Mrs.
1929 Ford Coupe
Noyes so improved as to be able to
get out and around some.
1927 Essex Coach
Is your Antenna properly
Henry Duncah and his men are
rapid progress on the build
1928 Chevrolet Sedan
protected against Light making
ing for housing the road machinery.
1927 Chrysler Roadster
At the church Sunday morning the
ning?
pastor will begin a series of sermons
1929 Ford Pick-up
based upon “The Seven Mystic
Phone 721 and our Serv Figures
of Revelation.’’ The first will
1927 Pontiac Sedan
ice man will inspect your ba “Tlie Woman Clother With the
Sun." T(ie choir M011 ping. The
1928 Essex Coups
installation without charge evening theme will be "Christ the
1927 Dodge Sedan
E’aithful Witness" and the orchestra
and tell you the cost of the will furnish music. It is wished that
1928 Whippet Coach
every Sunday might bring Ihe aster
proper protection as re congregations.
It can be done. Also
1926 Studebaker Touring
quired by the Fire Under maintain the good attendance at the
church school at 9.45.
writers.
O. D. Lermond and his men are
completing work on the Saltonstall
cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Simpson are
occupying the school-principal house
RANKIN ST.
ROCKLAND
for the time being. The foundation
Electricians
TEL. 692-M
for their new bungalow Is 1n, and
47Stf
construction work is well underway
Mrs. Nettie Witherspoon returned
last week to her North Haven home
at Pulpit Harbor after spending the
99
winter in Camden. Friends are glad
indeed to greet her. Her brother,
Mr. Caldcrwood, is visiting a few days
An Old Family Wond.rful Results Hava Coma From
Use of
with her.
Doctor’s Favorite
Everett Spear and a crew of men
Prescription.
are busy making extensive repairs
on the Casino property. Already newplanking on the landing has been
No other Remedy in the world—just like
it.
No drugs or alcohol—just pure
laid, and the building undergirded
penetrating oils and
curative gums.
with new timbers.
Best for Croup, Coughs, Chills, Colic—all
The combination tractor-scarifierInflammation.
Sold everywhere.
scraper as operated by Ray Beverage

Own
A
Radio?

MILLER’S GARAGE

READ NEW RULES

House-Sherman, Inc.

THE MIRACLE MEDICINE

Ballard’s Golden Oil

I

Sukeforth.
Drinkwater,
Folan,
Bray,
Dickenson,
Barnes,
Rogall,

Smalley,
Daris,
Jacobs,
Maxey,
Merrill,
Elliot.

P.F. Strings PC.
514
102.80
5
1495
15
99.67
1464
15
97.60
480
96.00
5
10
951
95.10
1383
15
92.20
445
89.00
5
Central Maine
P.F. String? P.C.
1042
10
104.20
1502
15
100.13
566
5
93.20
1386
92.40
15
1385
15
92.33
1367
15
91.13

is making rapid improvement in the
island highways.
Among the houses to be recently
painted are Parker Stone’s and Mrs.
Lucy Poole’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Knight
have moved from the Haskell house,
recently bought by Bernard Mills, to
the Crockett house at the Thorough
fare frontage. Mr. and Mrs. Mills
are now occupying the former house.

Chapter, ,O.E.S., was held Tuesday
evening.
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. .Stahl have been
in Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Weston have re
turned from Portland where they
passed the winter.
Miss Lois Hagerman was hostess
to- a group of friends Friday evening
at her home on Friendship street.
Two tables of bridge were In play.

FRIENDSHIP
The village school will be closed
until Monday. May 5.
The "Devil’s Pit’1 is the feature
picture at the Playhouse, today, Sat
urday. Pictures will be resumed on
Wednesday nights, starting April 30
when Harold Lloyd will be featured
in “Speedy.”
Mrs. Frank Murphy of Vineyard
Haven Is visiting her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. George Pottle, for a few
days.
Miss Barbara Perry of Bockland is
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Thompson.
Funeral services for the late Mrs.
Marion (Pottle) Starrett were held at
the Baptist Church Thursday after
noon, following a prayer at her late
residence. Rev. E. H. Timberlake
officiated and music was furnished
by a quartet composed of B. A.
Murphy. Mrs. Helen Cushman, Mrs.
Amy 'Stebbins and L. C. Morton with
Mrs. Gertrude Simmons at the organ.
The bearers were William Bramhall,
Alfred H. Morton, L. M. Neal and
Kenneth Thompson. The many floral
tributes as well as tlje large num
ber of relatives and friends who
gathered at the church to pay their
last respects showed the high esteem
in which deceased was held in her
native town. Burial was in the Har
bor cemetery.

SPRINS IS COME

(For The Courler-WezetfeJ
Today I saw the sreen graae
A-p*eping through the brown ;
I think old winter has given up
And has at last left town.

The winds are sweeping, eweet and clean
Through pasture, field and wood;
The buds are swelling on the trees
And everything is good.
The cold blue of tile sparkliog sea
Seems of a warmer hue:
There are flocks of robins on the wing,
O spring is come, 'tis true.

The children walking on their stilts
And others skipping rope :
Some are flying kites so high.
To reach a plane they hope.
0 joyous children, glorious spring,
O resurrection of all things;
With thankful hearts we praise the Lord
And how our spirit sings.

Told winds way blow aud rains will fall
But summer is surely on the way ;
To bring us lovely flowers and fruit,

And gracious balmy days.

Martinsville

Alice Barter

SOUTH THOMASTON
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Dean and
son Lawrence spent the last week
end at their summer home here.
Dr. and Mrs. J. C. Stanton and
daughters Idajean and Patricia of
Danvers. Mass., were weekend guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Crowley.
The V.I.S. 6upper was well patron
ized and about 316 cleared. Many
are hoping that the suppers may be
continued regularly the remaibder of
the season.
Business at Wessaweskeag Inn Is
beginning early this year. Already
several large parties have been en
tertained there and report that the
shore dinners are welt up to their
usual degree of excellence.
Mrs. Georgia Snow Who has spent
the winter In Portland with her son
Carl lias returned to her home.
The remains of the late George T.

Bleeper who died lb Winthrop, Matta.,

Look at it
this way

CAMDEN
Mrs. W. R. Gill has returned from
Roslindale. ’Mass., where she spent
the winter with Dr. and Mrs. Guy
Blood and will spend the summer
with her daughter, Miss Harriet L.
Gill.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Green have
returned from their wedding trip
and are now at home at 2 Maple
street. Mrs. Green is the district
nurse and her new telephone num
ber is 69-3.
Mrs. ,W. Lee Dickens and Mrs. L.
O. Gross will entertain the Friends
In-Council on Tuesday afternoon and
evening at Bide-aWee at Hosmer
Pond.
The next meeting of the Parent
Teacher Association will be held on
May 6. at the grade school building.
Knowlton street. Miss Nellie Harvey
of the Castine Normal School faculty
will give an Illustrated lecture on
European Art and Architecture.
Rev. F. Ernest Smith is in Gardiner
this week attending the 106th annual
conference of the Methodist Church
There will be no services in the
Monument Square Methodist Church
on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. T. Jenness French
have returned from a visit in South
Bend, Ind.. and Boston. Mr. French
has resumed his position at the
Camden National Bank.
Mrs. Edna Moore entertained the
Philathea Class last evening at her
home on Pearl street.
The annual meeting of the Half
Hour Reading Club will he held
with Mrs. Georgia Hobbs on Thurs
day. May 1, at 3 o'clock.
There will be a Big Brotherhood
supper at the Baptist Church on Fri
day night, from 6 to 8 o'clock. Con
gressman Wallace H. White will be
the speaker of the evening.
Mrs. Oscar H. Emery will entertain
the Monday Club next week at her
home on Highland avenue. This will
he the annual meeting and also the
final one for the present season.

IF YOU MADE up your mind to produce the best cigarette

ever smoked ... wouldn’t you begin by selecting the choic*
est tobaccos in all the world ?... Wouldn’t you spend time
and money without stint to discover and develop the one

most perfect blend ? ... Of course you would. And that’s
exactly what Camel did. That’s, why Camel so quickly became

the most popular cigarette in America. That’s why, no matter
what you pay, you can’t match it for mild, mellow fragrance
and that smooth richness that makes the perfect smoke. . . .

Experienced smokers will tell you. . .. It’s a great cigarette!
•

' Don’t deny yourself the luxury of

Camels
O 19)0, R. J. Reynold* TobeMa
Company. Winalon-Salam, N. C.

April 18, were brought here for burial
Monday. A prayer service at tlie
grave was conducted by Bev. W, S.
Rounds of Rockland. Mr. and Mrs.
Harvey Sleeper accompanied the re
mains here and remained until Tues
day.
Mrs. Charles Watts. Mrs. Merrill
Bartlett and Mra. Charles Peterson
were guests Wednesday of Mrs. C. S.
Sleeper in Rockland.
At Wessaweskeag Grange Wednes
day night, a very enjoyable program
was presented in the form of “Ye
Olde Tyme Skule.” Mrs. Lotta Crow
ley as teacher, Albert Davis as super
intendent, Mrs. Bloom singing teach
er. Mrs. Charles Watts music teacher,
and the following pupils Sinny, Slip
pery Liz, Huck Finn, Tom Sawyer,
Nancy Hanks and many others fur
nished fun galore.

NORTH APPLETON
Mrs. L. J. Edgecomh and son Valorus were in Rockland Tuesday.
Census enumerator Roy Hobbs of
Hope was in town last week.
Mrs. Knight of Warren, collector
of antiques, was at B. A. Pitman’s
Saturday.
Alton Pease and family of Hope are
staying for a few weeks at the home
of Mrs. Pease’s father, F. S. Meservey.
Misses Laura and Lottie Whterman are in Providence, R. I., on
business.
Eddie Edgecomh who has been
working for several weeks in Sears
port has finished his job there and
arrived home Tuesday.
Mrs. Adella Martin of Appleton
who has been visiting at the home of
Bernard Pitman has returned to her
boarding place at Miss Lottie Young’s.
Eddie Edgecomh is doing Joiner
work for B. A. Pitman.
Brush fires and chimney fires hav*
been causing some alarm In the
neighborhood, but po damage has
been done.
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Citizenship and Patriotism
HE WORLD WAR again proved to all nations the intense patriotism that dwells in the
heart of every American. There is an increasing appreciation of the rights of citizenship
on the part of American citizens, though the records show that the majority of towns and
cities are lacking in the spirit of citizenship in local affairs and elections.

The crying need in our community life is that every citizen become an ACTIVE citizen-, for a commu'
nity can rise no higher than its citizenship.

Many residents are not registered, probably not one in three so-called citizens vote in primaries,
in school or judicial elections. The vote is generally small in local elections. In other words,
many of us are not “good” citizens—we do not exercise our franchise of citizenship.
A community cannot be well governed — cannot hope to have an efficient and economical
administration of many of the most vital aspects of its life, if its citizens are not actively civic
minded. More than one-half the taxes are raised for local distribution. Yet, normally, more
people vote in national and state elections than vote in local elections.
Is that good business?

The least a citizen, man or woman, can do is to show an intelligent interest in public affairs,
both national and local. The chief direct responsibility for the majority of us is to attain citizen
ship, establish residence, register, vote, serve on juries, be loyal and strive for an American
standard of living.

1■

Our town officials welcome awakened interest in civic affairs. It means much to our business
men and property owners. All residents benefit by a renewed surge of civic energy.
As “two heads are better than one” so are “many heads better than a few” in the matter of local
citizenship and patriotisp-> Remember, a town can be no better than its individual citizens. •

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

PERRY’S LAUNDRY

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

IVORY SOAP EXCLUSIVELY

FUEL AND GROCERIES

578 MAIN STREET

i
t

PARK STREET

i
»

DRINK “HOWDY” AND SMILE
A ROCKLAND PRODUCT

HOTEL ROCKLAND

McDOUGALL-LADD CO.

BOOST FOR YOUR HOME TOWN

Moody’s Gas & Oil Station

AND EAT
IT IS THE BEST

Knox County Motor Sales Co.

THE FLINT BAKERY

C Willafd

MUNSEY MOTOR CO.

Authorized Dealers in

FORD PRODUCTS

TEL. 727

75 PARK STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

A. C. McLoon & Co.
LOBSTERS

ST. CLAIR & ALLEN

Agents for The Texaco Co.

Manufacturers and Jobbers of

GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS
SHOVELS, RAKE§, HOES
LAWN MOWERS REPAIRED and SHARPENED

CR1E HARDWARE CO.

5

TEL. 966

ROCKLAND

SHELDON’S DRUG STORE
444 MAIN ST.

NORTH NATIONAL BANK

TEL. 646-W

ROCKLAND

W. H. GLOVER & CO.

Rock. Marble & Granite Works

ALFRED P. CONDON

Fuel and Furnace Oil Our Specialty

Central Maine Power Company

THE REXALL STORE

Gulf Products Exclusively
Try Our Fuel Oil for Economy

“HOME TOWN BREAD”

THURSTON OIL CO.

HAVENER’S FINE SODAS

T. F. KEATING, Prop.

ROCKLAND

741 MAIN STREET

INSURANCE

1
2
•:«:••

DODGE SALES & SERVICE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND

STUDLEY FURNITURE CO.

THE THORNDIKE

DYER’S GARAGE

W. H. jLENDENNING

’

F. J. SIMONTON CO.

ROCKLAND

LAWRENCE PACKING CO.

VEAZIE HARDWARE CO.

G. A. LAWRENCE

FINE CONFECTIONERY

THE CORNER DRUG STORE, Inc.
COR. MAIN & PARK STS.
ROCKLANO
Established 1868
Incorporated 1926

ROCKLAND PHARMACY CORP.
A LIMEROCK STS.
ROCKLAND

COR. MAIN

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

C. M. BLAKE

KNOWLTON’S MARKET

KNOX COUNTY'S HOME NEWSPAPER
ROCKLAND, MAINE

ANTIQUES, WALL PAPER, PAINT

TAVERN STUDIO
Antiques Bought and Sold
15 HIGH STREET

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Warren, Vinalhaven, Rockport, Union,

Camden

CUTLER-COOK CO.
THE SPECIALTY SHOP
COR. MAIN & ELM STS. TEL. 288

ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK
ROCKLAND, MAINE

+❖
I

LIVINGSTON MFG. CO.
I

ROCKLAND

FREEMAN S. YOUNG

“GREGORY’S”

REAL ESTATE

“GOOD CLOTHES”

CAMDEN

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Setter

Rockland & Rockport Lime Corp

I. L. SNOW CO.

ROCKfcAND, MAINE

MARINE RAILWAYS

FIREPROOF GARAGE

---- ----------- ——
.

,

2
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GARMISCH-PARTEN KIRCHEN

Feature Attraction

High School Notes

MONDAY, APRIL 28

In addition to personal notes regarding
Joseph Griffin recently visited Mrs.
departures and arrlrals.^tU's department espe- j Halph H Chase in Newburyport,
elaUy desires Information of sodal l-appenlnzs. ,
hjs 1.(.turn hp was Rc.
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent b> mail or .
,
........
telephone nil! be gladly received.
compnmed l>> Mr. and Mis. Chase
TELEPHONE ........ ................................ .. 770 "1,0 uil1 v'sit f°r two weeks with
____________ 1•'Ils- Mary Grilfin.

Miss Dorothy Bnow entertained at

Invitations have been issued by

tt bridge luncheon Thursday evening. Commander and Mrs. George Henri

It proved to he a kitchen shower for
Miss Eleanore lleed whose marriage
to Marshall Stevens of Boston takes
place during the spring. There were
two tables of cards, playing being
conducted in the popular “earthquake”
style. Among the honors presented to
the lowest scorers, was a huge basket
laden with kitchen articles for Miss
Heed. Luncheon was served on a
table covered with a “beautiful"
cloth made of wrapping paper on
which were pasted pictures pertain
ing to the subject of matrimony "be
fore and after.”

Miss Lucy Rhodes has returned
home from Portland where she was
the guest for several days of Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Rhodes.

lleed for the wedding of their daugh
ter. Eleanore Mary, to Marshall Wil
kins Stevens of Boston, which takes
place Monday evening. May 12, at
the home of the bride, 222 Broadway,
at 7.30 o'clock.
One of the prettiest sights of EaSter
Sunday was the christening of Di
ane Helen Cameron, the five months
old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sey
mour Cameron, which took place at
the Congregational church at tiie
morning service.

The E.F.A. Club was entertained
Wednesday afternoon by Mrs. Lillian
McRae, with honors falling to Mrs.
Eva Flint. Mrs. Florence Keating.
Mrs. 1. J. Shuman and Miss Phronle
Johnson.

The Harmony Club has Its annual
open meeting Wednesday evening at
the home of Mrs. Faith G. Berry.
Grove street, when a varied program
will be presented. The Junior Chopin
Club of Camden Is to be a special
guest, and, each club member has the
privilege to invite one guest.

Mrs. Ed. McIntosh and daughter j
Alice motored to South Portland Sun- !
day where they were tiie guests of
Mrs. McIntosh's son. Capt. F. W. :
Skinner over the holiday.

Mrs. Harry French entertained the
Chase Farm Crowd last evening at
The Universalist ladies serve sup her home on Rankin street.
per Wednesday at 6 with Mrs. L. F.
There will be an auction party a?
Chase as chairman.
G.A.R. hall Tuesday evening. The
Mrs. Rlianta l’hilbrlwk was hostess, Daughters of Union Veterans are to
to tite T. Club last evening at her be hostesses,
home on Chestnut street.
Mrs. Joseph Dorgan and son
Mrs. George Gay and son tAlvary, Charles are in Boston for the week
Mrs. Minnie Rogers and Mrs. Ida end, to meet Miss Mabel Dorgan, in
Simmons went today to Gardiner structor in art in the Hartford (Conn.)
where they will attend the Maine schools, who is in that city for an art
.Methodist -Conference. Tiie Satur exhibition.
day evening program is of especial
Mrs. Clarence Pinkham of Dam
interest in that the annual oratorical
contest takes place, one of the con ariscotta Mills was a visitor in the
testants being Alvary Gay. as a rep city Friday.
resentative from the Rockland dis
Dr. C. G. Moffitt of Dorchester was
trict.
Mr. Gay was one of two
chosen from seven district contes a visitor in the city this week.
tants. each district furnishing two.
Rev. Frank Luce and family are
The first prize is 123.
occupying their summer home near
Mrs. Carl Freeman of Glencove, Oakland Park for a few days.
entertained the Hatetoquitit Club
Mrs. A. M. Hastings has returned
Tuesday evening.
from Portland where she was a guest
Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Ames and at Eastland Hotel of Mrs. C. F.
granddaughter, Frances West, of Doherty.
Portland, and Mr. and Mrs. William
Mrs. Ada Berry Jacques who has
Carter and son Edward of Falmouth,
are guests for the weekend of Mr. and been in the city for a short time visit
Mrs. Herbert Morton at The High ing friends and relatives has returned
to her home in Lancaster. N. H.
lands.

Mrs Lawrence Perrv ejiterlained
Miss Ruth Lawrence returns to day
tha Thursday Bridge Club at an eve- ' to resume her studies at the Eastman
ning luncheon. Honors were won by- School of Music, Rochester, N. Y.
Mrs. Catherine Pooler and Mrs. Ray
At the social and business meeting
mond Perry.
of the Senior Y.P.C.U. of the Uni
Airs. Seymour Cameron entertained versalist Church Wednesday eve
at a small bridge luncheon Wednes ning these officers were elected:
day afternoon for Mrs. Elton Merri President, Richard Stoddard; vice
field (Rutli Clark) of Keezar Falls. president. Miss Thelma Blackington:
Other guests were Miss Martha Was- secretary. Miss Evelyn Slierer; treas
gatt and Mrs. Raymond Perry. The urer. Hugli Benner. Games and re
honors were carried off by Mrs. freshments occupied the young people
after the weighty business matters
Perry.
had been disposed of.
Mrs. Harold Marshall entertained
Miss Harriet O'Brien returns today
at luncheon and bridge Wednesdayevening with Miss Ada Calleran, who to Danbury, Conn., to resume her
is training at the State Street Hos teaching in the Danbury Normal
pital. Portland, as special guest. Training School.
There were three tables, honors fall
ing to Miss Frances Hanrahan. Mrs. • Mr. and Mrs. Alden Perry (Helen
Gregory) left yesterday for a week's
A. E. Orff and Mrs. Harry Payson.
trill to Milton. Malden and other
Miss Eliza C. Hannegan of Port Massaehuetts points, to be guests of
land is the guest of Dr. and Mrs. friends and rtdatives.
Freeman Ilrowu. School street.
Mrs. Charles Phillips left yesterday
Chapin Class will not hold Its week-' for her f°rmer homi' in Dover-Foxly meeting Tuesday owing to the per- croft for a short visit,
formance of "The District School at
Mrs. Ella Achorn of North Main
Blueberry Corners’’ which takes place
in the Universalist vestry that eve street, was happily surprised Tues
day afternoon when a group of her
ning.
close friends dropped in to celebrate
Mrs. J.~C. 11 Hl entertained friends
at dinner at Green Gables Thursday
evening, with Miss Eliza C. Hanne
gan of Portland as honor guest.

At the meeting of the Junior Har
mony club Wednesday evening a
short review lesson in musicianship
was conducted, also a chorus re
hearsal. The business meeting was
devoted to completing plans for the
open meeting to take place May 6
at the Congregational Church: plans
for the State Federation in Bangor
May 17, were also discussed. The
program:

Temple Hall

JOE

ROMAN
Pennsylvanians

READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS

“PARTY GIRL”

Richard K. iStrout of Brunswick is
the guest of his aunt. Mrs. AV. J.
Barrows, 15 Gay street.

The Knox County General Hospital
School of Nursing Alumnae Associa
tion gave a banquet at the Thorndike
Hotel in honor of the graduating
class. The committee in charge of the
affair comprised Mrs. Mollie Russell.
Mrs. Gertrude Raiilett and Miss Jean
McKenzie. The graduating class con
sists of Helen Gregory, Etta Petrie.
Arlena Kossuth, Lucinda Young.
Abbie Boggs. Evelyn Barter, Eleanor
Donnell and Mrs. Olivia Campbell
The alumnae members who attended: I
Eva Wiggin. president: Madeline/
Hanley, vice president: Lois Pitched, f
secretary; Alice Libby, treasurer, i
Other members were. Jean Merrill, i
Ruth Coltart, Beatrice Watts. Dor- '
othy Dolly. Leah Arey. Madeline1 ;
Spear and Mary Buchanan. The din
ner tabic was handsomely decorated
with pink roses, snapdragon and
yellow daisies, souvenir May baskets
in pastel shades—with place cards
to match. A very delightful social
hour f«»ll wed the banquet.

PUBLISH TWIUGS TO MAKE'CM
SORE, SO THEY'LL WRtTE
HIM LETTERS

ts

And man and boy dort bathing suits
Or start off with fishing tackle.

The rolling fields now greener grow
As they slope to lakeside shore.
And oleanders in fresh, green gown.
Burst into bloom once more.
At the longest, the days are all too short.
Full with bird songs and hum of bees
And tiie frogs begin their sunset song
Ere shadows fall midst whispering trees.

Ah Ad
Qly

Tirnef
Away

THE THOMASTON NURSING ASSOCIATION
QUCH a scene should
never be played to

empty pews — and, say
what you please, a full

uHis House In Order”
By Sir Arthur Pinero

vance notices. Most of all,

One of the Finest Plays in the English Language

plenty cf invitations—
beautifully

engraved.

Such invitations should

he engraved upon the

rich, vellum-like texture
o f Li nweaveWeddi ng Pa

pers. May we show them
to you?

The Courier-Gazette

eMAfe.__
nunniYG

papers

• • « •
Sophomore

All "A's.” Ruth Perry. (5).
Four "A's," Fletcher Brown. Flora
Colson, Lucy French. Madeline Rub
instein, Fannie Masalin. Francis
McAlary, Kenneth Orcutt, Evelyn
Segal.
Three "A's," Wilbur Connon. Helen
tie Rocheinont. Fred Harden, Virginia
Walker, Mary Haskell. Graham Hills,
Bertha Knight.
Nothing below “B." Annie Ander
son, Doris Blackman. Constance
Miller. Edward Painter, Arlene Maklnen, Dorothy Lawry.

PRESENTS

church means good ad

aristocratic-looking ones,

Junior

Thelma Blackington, (4); Walter
Gay, (41; Edna Ross, (4); Cynthia
Wasgatt, (4).
Four "A's," Robert Dunton
Three "A's". Eleanor Beal, Virginia
Burns. Dorothy Magune. Bernice
Smith. Rleliard Stoddard.
Nothing below “B.” Harriet Beaton,
(Tiurles Bieknell, Orren Bradbury,
Dorothy Feeney. Alvary Gay, Herbert
Tlapworth, Mary Lawrence, Gwen
dolyn MacDonald. Rodney Murphy,
Burt Pelllcane, Virginia Richardson,
Israel Snoiv, I’hyllis Snowman.

Hard

Each morning Sara brings in lovely (lowers
Witli tiie early dews all wet.
Transforming rooms into floral bowers
Witli fragrance that lingers yet.
Just now. tiie sun Is a-glimmer bright.
And the breezes touch with caressing balm ,
It is morning, a long long time ’fill night—•
It is April in tiie land of Palm.
Bertha E. Raymond 1.L
Fruitland Park. Fla.

Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Noyes who have
been spending the winter with Mt1,
and Mrs. J. F. Cooper. Limerock
street, have returned to their home in
North Haven. .Mrs. Noyes being
much improved in .health.

Parents, Attention!

Daisy Economy is secretary to the
All people entering children in school for the
principal this week.
• • • •
first time next September, please notify the
Two days' work with a pair of
horses has made a change in the ten
Superintendent of Schools rit once by mail or
nis court already. More money Is
needed for this part of the work be
telephone.
fore the willing hands can begin their
part.
Please give name of child, age and address.
• • • •
Children must be five years of age before Oct.
Several persons have asked for the
nanus of the songs sung by Mrs.
1, 1930, to enter in September.
Kelsey at tiie High School assemblylast week. They were: "The Home
and his
Song " by Fritz Krcislcr and “Come
Few who write to the newspa
Witli Me to Romany” by J. Lewis
per realize that thirty lines will
Brow ne.
•ecure a hundred readers, while
• * • •
half a column secures one.
ltockland High is playing Cony
High in Augusta this afterrfbftn. the
The Greatest Dance Orchestra
first school game on our schedule,
New England
the next being Lisbon Falls at Lis
bon Falls. Tile Junior High Assem
Men 75c; Ladies 50c
bly this week was in charge of Miss
Within the Web—
Nichols' pupils. The chairman was
49*51
The Maddened Whirl—
Maudie Peterson. Following was the
program:
The Business Man—
Pantomime, "Too Many Beaux"—
The
"Party Girl"
The popular girl, Benito Willey; the
maid. Margaret Ellis; the beaux.
“DISTRICT SCHOOL”
THE GOOD OLD DAYS Hi rliert Hoehe, Howard Chase. Ralph
Pinkham and Earle Pillsbury; musi
The Season At “Blueberry List of Students Who Attend- cal aeeompaniment by Dorothy Annis.
Piano solo, Emma Harding.
Corners” To Be Staged By
ed Rockland High SchoolI, Character Song, "Ruben and
Rachel," Eddie Griffin and Bernard
the Universalists
In ’69
Cohen in costume.
Piano solo—"Narcissus,” Dorothy
A jolly good laugh is promised to j An old scrapbook which came into
She’s Sensational!
Annis.
all who attend the performance of the possession of Miss Hazel Spear,
Comedy sketeli (original) by Hart
“The District School at Blueberry , and was kindly loaned by her to The ley Hanley and Frank Allen.
She’s Daring!
Corners" at the Universalist vestry [ Courier-Gazette gives the personnel
Trumpet solo, Abraham Small.
^V,Tl,T7'aV,
C'mCk:lof Rorkland «'*>’ School in 1869.
Pantomime (original), "The Lost
undei the auspices of the Ladies
Ptirse (a mock fight). Edward Hellier,
Society of that church, with Mrs. | ";"en
D' Sma11 was principal, with John Karl and Ted Ladd.
This newest racket—dearett of
Grace Rollins coaching and direct- Katie S. Fales and Nancy T. Sleeper
Piano solo, Eleanor Bradbury.
ing. Tiie play is divided into three 1 as assistants in spring and Lottie B.
"Two Busy Firemen." original
the business world—she's every
acts, the first devoted to selecting a | Young assistant in fall and winter, pantomime b.v Herbert Hoehe, Fred
body's pal—a good looking, fast
teacher: the second being the first’ Following were tiie student:
rick Merritt, and firemen; and The
day of school, and tite third showing
stepping,
warm-hearted
jazz
Seniors—Hattie A. Bird, Alzira L. Lady Whose House Was Burning,
tiie closing ’ exercises of the term. Crie, Austin H. Hills and George E. Margaret Pinkham.
baby
with
a
ravishing
smile,
a
The ust:
Torrey.
Song by a group of girls front the
School committee—Uriah Perkins,
Ziegfeld figure and a million dol
Sub-Seniors—Emma C. Bird. Mary- 7*2 division.
Alnton B. Cooper; Jacob Biilaker, Il. Bird. Grace D. Bond, Alice L.
Hannonica solo. Harrison Sanborn.
lar’s worth of “IT.”
George I.. St. Clair; John Smith, Wil Crockett, Addie M. Harrington. Editli
At the Senior High School assem
liam Hartshorn.
J. Lindsey, Ella A. Rhoades, Jose- bly Monday Dr. Linwood Rogers
Also
Applicants for teacher's position— nhine Thomas. Emma F. Vina!, gave Ute second vocational talk of
Seng
Cartoon
Miss Dashawa.v. Mrs. Leoia Wiggin; Everett A. Jones, John A. Keene, the year. He told of tite founding
An H C. V/itwcr
Miss Belinda Sharp. Mrs. Hartshorn: t larenee A. Packard. William H. of the school of Osteopathy at Kirks
Come Jy
An All Talking
Miss Sally Simple. Mrs. Nettie Stew Perkins and John P. Tyler. •
ville. tiie entrance requirements and
art: Hezekiah Pendergrass, the suc
Juniors—Martha I). Allen. Nettie courses offered there. Music was fur
Sleeping Cutie”
cessful applicant, O. B. Lovejoy. •
Sensation
C. Blackington. Alda IE. Brown, nished by the Harmonica Band.
News
Myra B. Brown. Susie May Crie
The Pupils
• • • •
Matilda Billings, age 10. Miss Edna | Olinda S. Daggett, Carrie W. Gould.
Last Thursday's teachers' meeting
Addie W. Handley, Annie L. (Harring was the best of tiie year. Practical
Payson.
with
Faithful Snooks, age 10. Mrs. Stew ton, Lizzie D. Hartford. Lizzie Marsh, problems were discussed with vigor,
Fannie E. Morrow. Etta M. Simmons, everybody participating.
art.
DOUG FAIRBANKS, JR.
• • « •
Samantha Piper, age 12, Mrs. Wig- Adelal F. Veazie. Sarah C. Veazie.
Rettie F. Stover, Harriet P. Thacher,
gin.
'
The Teachers' Reading Club put on
JEANETTE LOFF, MARIE PREVOST
Jerusha Dickson, age 11, Mrs. Etta Augustus D. Bird. Charles R. Frye. a very successful party Wednesday
John W. Havener. Albert A. Keene,
Stoddard.
evening. Mrs. Evelyn l’easiee's just
MONDAY AND TUESDAY
Charles A. Sprague. Walter II. Thorn
Clorinda Geyser, age 13, Mrs.
ly famous marionettes opened the
dike. Winfield S. Walker and John
Gertrude Tibbetts.
program. Meredith Dondis recited
F. Young.
NOW SHOWING
Ruth Ketchum, age 14. Mrs. WiiSub-Juniors—Addie Snow Alden. "Gulseppi Buys A Motor Car" and
lena Trim.
Zane Grey’s
! Minnie G. Atkins. Ada W. Bean. Ada “Antiques.'' and Harold Dondis gave
Susan Crowfoot, age 15. Mrs. Faith F. Bird. Clara E. Black, Ella A. “Gunga Din" and "Tiie Murder” to
“
LIGHT
OF
WESTERN STARS”
G. Berry.
Booker. Hattie E. Bowen. Mary L. the delight of the audience. The
Mehltuble Jones, age 16. Mrs. Velma Briekley. Emmie W. Case. Jennie W. musical program which followed was
Marsh.
I Cobb, Ella M. Day, Georgie Emery, especially pleasing. Mr. and Mrs.
Sally Brown, age 15. Mrs. Susie Abbie F. Fling, Emma J. Frost. Olive Constantine sang “A Breath of
Duvis.
j M. Gerry. Fannie A. Glover. Dora Spring," Mrs. Kelsey "Where The
A Publix Theatre
Shows
Dorcas Doolittle, age 17. Mrs. Nan Heal. Clara L Hewett, Fannie E. Hdneystickle Grows" and “Dtina." and
at
Home of
Higgs.
Hovey, Liilie B. Howes, Mary F. Mrs, Constantine gave "The Land of
:.00, 6.30, 8.30
Paramount
Luther Brown, Eugene Stoddard.
Jones. Ada F. Knight. Dora A. The Sky Blue Water" and "Will O'
Pictures
Tel. 409
David Snobs, uge !), Rev. George Leavitt. Annie A. Lindsey. Clara E. The Wisp." After this the teachers
11. Welch.
Lowe, Rebecca C. Ludwig. Florence adjourned to the gym where games
Billy Crowfoot, age 10. Wilbur A. Marks. Emma J. Merriam. Mary and dancing filled the time followed
Sen ter, Jr.
THE HOUSE WITH PERFECT SOUND
L. Osgood. Delphina iA. Otis, Mary by a delicious buffet lunch. Many of
Obadiah Buzzard, age 10, Trank S. Peck. Annie Bell Pendleton. Ida the teachers were in costume among
Tibbetts.
E. Shepherd, Callie H. Stanley, those noted being Priscilla Mullins
Stephen Tucker, age 13. E. F . Berry. Lizzie Thomas, Minnie C. Tibbetts, Mrs. Toner, Miss Russell as "Rebecca
Jeremiah Jenkins, age 14. Albert Helen M. York. Eugene R. Bowler. of Sunnyhrook Farm” accompanied
Briggs.
Frank L. Burpee. Albert W. Butler. , b\‘ bet- two aunts. Three charmini
Bobby O'Lee. age 15. E. L. Toner.
Charles E. Hewett. George S. Ingra- | damsels of the hoop skirt period
MONDAY, TUESDAY
Samuel Snooty age 15. E. R. Veazie. ham. Stephen A. Laughton, Frank C Katherine and
Petruchio.
Miss
Sim Dipseyt age 16, JJr. E. W. Lovejoy. Horace A. Merriam, Charles Hunter and Miss Pride as a couple
and WEDNESDAY
l’easlee.
\V. Pierce. Henry Pinkham. Edward of pickaninnies, a lady from Hono
Prefacing the play, readings will E. Rankin and Lucius H. C. Wiggin. lulu. gypsies and others, including J
lie given by Miss Louise Dolliver, and
“Scarlet Sister Mary’’ who didn’t
contralto solos by* Mrs. Gladys Mor
know she was representing that best
AWE-INSPIRING ACTION!
gan. An orchestra will also furnish
seller Until someone told her so.
MICKIE
SAYS
—
GLORY OF ETERNAL LOVE
music.
The honor roll this time is a good
TOLD IN MELODY. STORY IN
A bridge party will be conducted at
one. The pupils seem not to have
TH' BOSS SET- HElS GuAO WE
the home of Mrs. 'E. C. Moran, Jr.,
succumbed to spring fever so far.
PERFECT COLOR!
LIKES IW A CITS'SMALL EMUFF
next Thursday, under the auspices of
Senior
-THAT TW READERS ALL TAKE
the Lady Knox Chapter. D.A.lt. Mrs.
Four "A's". William Rounds.
AU IUTEREST IU TW‘ TOWU
Moran will be glad to take reserva
Three "A’s." Ixiura Tchan.
This ultimata achievement of
WEV/SPAPER AU’ BOOST FOR tT
tions from those who would like to
Nothing below "B.” Frances Chatto,
AMD HE SEZ. WE'D MOT TRADE
attend, the tables not being for
the audible screen is epic gran
Vada Clukey, Anna Green. Frederick
Places with amt Big firry
Chapter members only. Playing will
Hall. Albert McCarty. Paul Merriam,
EDITOR WHOSE OULY CHALICE TO
deur with an absorbing plot! With
begin at 2.
Willis Sullivan. Louise Dolliver, Ken
GET AUV RESPOUSE FROM WIS
nedy
Crane,
Robert
Gregory.
READERS IS TV PURPOSELY
rapturous, rousing n-veeie com

her birthday. There were nine pres
ent. They enjoyed readings by Mrs.
APRIL IN FLORIDA
Nettie -Stewart, Mrs. Winnie Horton
and Mrs. Eugene Stoddard. Refresh I For The CVourlcr-Gazctte. witli apologies to
ments included a prettily decorated
Bernard A. Hitman of Appleton 1
birthday cake ablaze with candles, The days are sunny, witli little cloud—
Now and then, showers of rain.
which Mrs. Achorn with the help of
baseball stars have had their spring tryout
her small granddaughters. Mary and Tiie
And hack on home diamonds again.
Alice Cross extinguished.
Mrs. The chicken farms of contented fowl
Echo with crow and cackle:
Achorn received several nice gifts.

l’iano—The Humming Bird ........... MacDowell
Emma (Harding
Extracts from the Junior Bulletin read b.v
Betty Me Alary
Piano—A Curious iStory ......................... Hiller
Eleanor Bradbury
Saxaphone— Regret .................................... Eoerr
Florence Dean
(Dorothy Harvey aeeomhan>ln«)
l'iano—Frolic of be Fairy knight ......... Hiller
•Ruth Thomas

The charm of the little town villages
Garmiseh-Partenkirchen in tiie BitBavarian Alps is something never to be
forgotten. The high mountain air is
scented with the odor of pines
mingled with that of sweet hay, for
the peasants reap three crops there
every year
Towering above the
houses stands Zugspitze, Germany's
highest mountain, to which come
hundreds of climbers—mostly Ba
varians, but many from ail parts of
Germany. In spite of the quiet re
moteness of this spot it is only an
hour and a half by electric train from
Munich.
Several Americans have
found it impossible to leave, and
have established themselves in beau
tiful castle homes there.

with

Adelyn Bushnell-Marshall Bradford

WATTS HALL, THOMASTON
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY, MAY 1 AND 2
Tickets 50c, 75c at McDonald’s Drug Store
Thomaston

Seats Checked Tuesday at McDonald’s

posed by Rudolph Friml, world's
greatest composer of operettas!

Paramount Proudly Presents

DENNIS KING
in

“THE VAGABOND KING”
with

JEANETTE MacDONALD
LILLIAN ROTH

0 P. HEGGIE

WARNER OLAND

PHOTOGRAPHED ENTIRELY IN PERFECT TECHNICOLOR

« • « »

Freshmen
All "A's," Robert Allen. (4); Feme I
Browne, (4); Elizabeth Clark. (4):|
Carol Gardner, (4); iVelzora Look,;
(4); Nicholas Pelllcane. (4); Whiter
Staples, 1(4): Merton Sumner (4);
Mildred Sweeney (4).
Four “A's.” Dudley Perry and,
Marlon RacklifTe.
Three "As," Clyde Callahan. Charles •
Ellis. Evelyn Haskell. Edith Morse, Doris Polise, Helen Rubinstein. Rose |
Whitmore, Virginia Post.
Nothing below "B.” Shirley Bar- ‘
boar. Irene Billado. Gilford Bradbury,
Lawrence Crane. Alice Gay. Stanley
Gay, Mary Guin, Marguerite llantil- I
ton. Frank Harding. Alden Johnston,
Phyllis Joyce. Milton McAuliffe,
Gladys Overlock. Lillian Overlook,
Priscilla Saunders. Bernadette Snow,
Dorothy Spofford. Mary Stockbridge,
Helen Jordan.

.

READTHf^

/'
G°V
Hear These Immortal Melodies
‘Song of the Vagabonds,” “Some Day,”
“Only a Rose,” “Love Me Tonight”
TODAY

10 CENTS ADMISSION

“TANNED LEGS”

NOW

Musical Romance
All Star
All Talking-Singing

CHILDREN UNDER 12 YEARS

PUBLIX
COMING SOONI

LUMMOX

IN EFFECT FOR

WBI

Every-Othcr-Pnv
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ing reservations in the anticipation
IN BLAZE OF GLORY
of having crowded houses.
The traveling should be well
settled by May 15—the trip to Bangor New York’s Famous Rubin
by motor is a truly lovely one, par
stein Club Closes Its First
ticularly to us who have to journey
up the shore of the Penobscot. Let’s
Musical Season
send a big delegation to Bangor for
Gladys St. Clair Morgan
the three days, including in our
The Rubinstein Club and its presi
itinerary the Festival concert by dent, Mrs. William Rogers Chapman
all means.
can congratulate themselves in pre
• • • •
senting one of the most brilliant pro
To
us
occupied
in
church
music,
Music has lost a vital figure in the i week one of the most brilliant in
the Lenten and Easter season means grams of the season. A capacity au
death of Grace Phelps Armstrong. Maine s musical history.
,
... .
,
The Schumann Club of Bangor is extra .programs for which we are dience greeted them. This organi
Her place
will be difficult to fill, foi acting as the .hostess
.
, . and, more always striving to find something
1
club,
zation under the direction of its
she occupied that place in many ways ^an (100 persons are expected to at- different, something new. a feature
founder, Dr. William R. Chapman,
not
so
easy
to
realize.
We
like
to
of value to the musician and music tend, as Maine's federated music
has long been recognized as one of
student. From my own experience I clubs (senior and junior) are well know what other churches are doing, the finest Choral Clubs in America,
and particularly for that reason do
recall countless ways in which she over the hundred mark, and practi
cally every club in the State plans to the programs sent by Allan H. and Tuesday evening, they surely
helped me—loaning me music, clear be represented.
Ramsay, prominent vocalist and surpassed all previous concerts by
ing up hazy musical points, offering
Thursday. May 15. will be given up teacher of Bath, which were given on their beautiful singing, and marvel
suggestions, playing accompaniments to registration chiefly until late Good Friday and Easter Sunday in ous expression and shading. Most
for one—these are just a few of many afternoon when supper will be served terest me.
every number on the program was
kindnesses.
From her extensive hv the Universalist ladies after which
encored, especially the Rubinstein.
• • • • .
study in this country and abroad, and the concert for the senior clubs takes
Tschalkowsky and Richard Strauss
Looking through some old ftapers selections. Also “Spring Joy,’’ by
wide experiences in musical activities, place.
(house-cleaning) I found a program
the had a limitless fund of informa
Friday morning will be devoted to of the 15th Maine Music Festival Dr. Chapman with its thrilling cli
max, called for a most enthusiastic
tion that marked her a brilliant con- reports and other business matters,
(1911) when the cantata "Seven Last double encore.
versationlist in music is well as being with luncheon at noon. In the after
Words of Christ" (Dubois) was sung
The assisting artists were, Edward
able to impart knowledge of value. noon Frederic Tillotson, noted Bos
with these soloists; Mme. Alma Ransome, the new tenor from the
Through this study and experience ton pianist, will give a lecture-re
Gluck, soprano; Lambert Murphy, Metropolitan Opera House, and
she was endowed to be a critic, but cital. The formal banquet takes place
tenor; Royal Dadmun, bass. How Benno Rabinoff, violinist, Mr. Ran
one of the finest things to remember Friday evening, to be adjourned in
about her is that she was never un season to attend the concert to be many remember that momentous some has a wonderful dramatic
occasion?
voice. His solns were enthusiasti
kindly critical. On the contrary, she given by the Eastern Maine Musical
• • • •
cally received, while Benno Rabincould always see some worthy point Association, and which fits admira
Ira C. Stockbridge of Freeport, off, the wizard of the violin, creat
in the other person's work and was bly into the convention program.
widely known in Maine and through- ed a furore by his matchless playing.
always ready to praise the point de
• • • •
I out the East, observed his 88th birth Such marvelous technique and speed
served. She never discouraged, but
The artists to be presented at this day, April 22. He has had a wide are seldom beard in this city. Need
encouraged and created the feeling
1 influence in musical circles of Maine. less to say that both artists were
that one must succeed or do the very I concert are Carlos Salzedos, one of
for he was the first man to bring to obliged to respond to many encores.
best possible, without expressing that the world's greatest harpists; Gert
' Portland stars of world wide fame It was an evening of music long to
thought in so many words. Interest, rude Ehrhart, a young soprano whose
faultless tact, a desire to help and a voice and art have already won for I and ills famous Stockbridge courses In be remembered.
We note that the opening concert
sincere understanding were points her an enviable reputation; and How : the days when musical entertain
ments were few in the Pine Tree of this famous organization, will
of her contact in music, and the many ard Goding. a Boston pianist whose
State
are
still
remembered
by
the
work
has
won
widespread
attention
commence their next season on Tues
who benefited by these can never
He brought to day evening. Dec. 9, at The Plaza —
forget her or cease to repay in their by its brilliant promise. The Ban- ! older generation.
Portland
Emma
Abbott,
Emma
memory the debt they owe her.
isor Symphony Orchestra and the
New York Telegram. April 16.
We often retain in our memory of Festival Chorus, both under the di- J Eames, Jessie Couthi and many
|
others
of
note.
He
was
one
of
the
loved friends one certain moment rection of Prof Adelbert Wells
, first to become Interested in the active, and retains a keen interest in
that seems to stand out from all Sprague, are also to be featured,
other associations.
Mine of Mrs.
Saturday will be known as Junior Maine Music Festival and during all current events and musical activities,
Armstrong was as I saw her at her Da>'- wlth its contests in the morn- the years of its activities the Festival his ideas always being helpful and
constructive.
daughter's wedding, as she came out ing under the direction of Miss Ruth had his loyal support.
• a a •
Fifty years ago Mr. Stockbridge
of the church on the ami of her hus Burke, contest chairman. Miss Nellie
To go back to the Festival concert
brought the Boston Symphony Or
L.
McCann,
State
counsellor
for
band. I carried away with me the
chestra to Portland in a Stockbridge in Bangor. Friday evening. May 16,
memory of her instead of the bride, junior clubs, has arranged a day full
course. It was the first season of Mr. Sprague has announced that
for her face wore such an exalted to the brim of interest for the young
Samuel Richard Gaines, the distin
expression—with that uplifted look folks, including a luncheon at noon the symphony orchestra and the first guished conductor-composer,
will
lt'"seemed as "if the entirety of her Iand the concert for junior clubs in season in the Stockbridge course.
There were about 65 men in the conduct his own brilliant compo
vivid mind and the beauty of her , the afternoon.
All the suppers, luncheons and orchestra at that time, with Bernard sition, “Russian Fantasy," at this
spirit shone in her face at that
It is a chorus num
banquets will be served in the Doro- Listermann as conc'ert master. Wolf concert.
moment.
, .
__
. ,
..._ .
. ..
Yes we shall miss her—deeply.
Ithy Memorial.
Members of the Frier was the first cellist, Goerge ber of magnitude. Mr. Gaines is a
Rubinstein Club who desire to attend Stewart first trombone, and in fact man of magnetic personality and
The State Federation of Music I these affairs should make their res- the whole orchestra at that time was engaging human qualities, and his
Clubs which holds its annual cun- crvatlona with Mrs. Dorothy Smalley made up of Boston musicians, many presence in the capacity of conductorfamous.
Sir George composer will be a memorable avent
ven.ion in Bangor May 15-17 should •Broad way;.the'Harmony Club.with of them
Henscheli was the conductor and had for a'.l those who attend and partici
reach in interest many of our local Mrs. Faith Berry, and the Junior
pate. He was recently elected a
musicians, music lovers and music Harmony Club with Mrs. Leola been a great help in organizing the
Reservations should
be orchestra. Major Higginson who was member of the American Society of
promoters, in addition to the mem Noyes.
Composers, and is nationally rec
bers of our federated music clubs. made as soon as possible as they have at that time well known in financial
The entire three days are to be brim ta be >n the hands of the general and philanthropic circles backed the ognized as a foremost American
fall of interest, with a combination of '^airman Mrs. HenrJ F' Drumm‘,nd' orchestra for 39 years. The concert composer of choral music. In further
activities that should make that
" ?? Broadway. Bangor, not later in the Stockbridge course given by honor of his presence. Mr. Sprague
Gaines’
“Salutation''
the Boston Symphony Orchestra was has added
than May 10.
The Festival concert will be given the first time the orchestra was heard (Choral Prelude) which will be the
IN FIGHTING AGAINST in the Auditorium, with the price of | outside of Boston. The soloist was opening number of the program
tickets ranging from $1 to $3. Club Miss Lillian Bailey, soprano, whom Other chorus numbers will be "Un
members may obtain them by writing Mr. Henscheli later married. The fold Ye Portals" from Gounod's "Re
Keep the bowele open and take
to the Bangor Chamber of Commerce Thomas Orchestra was in Portland demption;" and Mendelssohn's “How
and receive a reduction of 50 cents several times under Mr. Stockbridge's Lovely Are the Messengers.”
BROWN’S RELIEF
• a • •
on every ticket by so doing. Reduced management.
Mr. Stockbridge despite his ad
The Stein Song of the University
fares will prevail on the railroads,
on. rising and retiring
and already Bangor hotels are mak vanced years is in perfect health, is of Maine might be “good music” to
Norway Medicine Co.
some, but it certainly falls on deaf
ears sq far as Eddie Roundy the COlby
coach, is concerned. The story is
this: In accordance with the general
popularity the Stein Song is enjoy
ing (the "It" of the present fnusic
era, so to speak!) a Colby piaflist
sitting at the piano last Tuesday eve
ning offered that popular air as the
members of the Waterville I.iofls
Club marched into their banquet
room. Mr. Roundy. himself a Lion,
walked to the door, and as he heard
the strains of the Stein Song issuing
forth remarked: "This is no music
for me to march to," and halted until
the number had been completed.

hituaro

THE REALM OF MUSIC

AGAIN A DECREASE

Washington’s Population Is
615 Under New Census;
195 Farms

LEVERETT B. DORMAN

Leverett R. Dorman, a prominent
and highly esteemed resident of this
city, died Monday after an illness of
two or three years- Mr. Dorman
was born in Bennington. Me., nearly
72 years ago. His early life was
spent in Northern Maine and Mass
achusetts where he worked at dif
ferent occupations. It was in Mass
achusetts that he met Miss Etta Linscott, daughter of Rufus Linscott a
well known Appleton farmer, who
afterwards become his wife. Shortly
after their marriage they went to
Washington, bought a farm, where
Mr. Dorman engaged in farming and
butchering as a business.
i
About 18 years ago they left Wash
ington and came to Rockland, where
they conducted a rubber business
under the firm style of the Rockland
Rubber Co. After a few years Mr,
Dorman took on boots and shoes
which business he followed up to the
time of his death.
Mr. Dorman was essentially a pleas
ing man to meet. He formed many
warm friendships, was always glad
to meet his old acquaintances and to
form new ones. Because of his kindcharacter he will be greatly
missed. Mr. Dorman is survived by
his wife and three children—Clarence
and William who reside in Rockland,
and Grace, wife of Arthur D. Fish of
Appleton; also two brothers, George
E. Dorman of Franklin, N. H., and
Elmer E. Dorman of Haverhill.
Mass.; and one sister, Mrs. O. R.
Dearborn of Melrose, Mass.
The sympathy of a wide circle will
be extended to the relatives who are
deprived of one who was ever so
licitous (or their welfare, a most
estimable husband and father.
Funeral services were held from his
residence Thursday at 2 o’clock and
were largely attended. Rev. O. W.
Stuart; former pastor of Littlefield
Memorial Church officiated, being asisted by Rev. L. G. Perry, present
pastor of the church.
The floral
tributes were magnificent.

FLU-GRIP

WHEN IN BOSTON—Remember tbit you
can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette with
the home news, at the Old South News Agency
Washington St. neat Old South Church.

The population of Washington as
announced from the office of Super
visor Walton In Auburn Thursday is
615, a decline of 65 since the census
of 1920. The number of farms re
ported is 195.
Like many of other Maine towns
Washington has shown a steady de
cline in population since 1850. Here
are the figures as given by the Maine
Register:
Year
Population
1850
1756
I860
1662
1870
1276
1880
1249
1890
1230
1900
1019
1910
814
1920
660

PAINTS... VARNISHES... DUCO

Get Good Paint
U PONT Paints wear better and longer,
but they cost no more. The du Pont way
of testing paint insures satisfaction on every
job. Colors endure. Your master painter will
be glad to use du Pont because he knows
that du Pont paints give satisfaction.
Du Pont offers through us a useful Color
Service. Drop in soon and learn about these
finishes.

D

J. A. JAMESON CO.
Rockland, Maine

MRS. CLARICE A. RAFNELL

Word was received Thursday of the
death .in Auburn Wednesday of Mrs.
Clarice A., wife of A. W. Rafnell, at
her home. 440 Turner street after a
year’s Illness. She was born in Bos
ton. Nov. 16. 1878, a daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. George Anderson. At the
age of 6 her parents died and she
came to Rockland to reside with the
late Mr. end Mrs. S. T. Mugridge.
Grove street. She was educated in
the Rockland public schools and also
attended. Castine Normal School. In
1897 she married A. W. Rafnell and
they made their home in Bath for a
number of years before locating in
Auburn. Although she had visited
Rockland comparatively seldom since
her marriage, she was still held in
affectionate recollection here.
Mrs. Rafnell is survived by her
husband, three sons, S. Lloyd Rafnell.
Erwin A. Rafnell and Alfred W. Raf
nell. Jr.J one daughter, Mrs. Russell
Prince of Lewiston; four grandchil
dren, Jane Rafnell, S. Lloyd Rafnell,
Jr., Patricia Rafnell and Joan Prince.
Interment will be at Bath.

The wise modern housewife, shares
her burdens and lets The People’s
Laundry, Tel. 170, do her family wash,
rugs and quilts. The cost Is low. the
service prompt, the work excellent.
124-tf

REFLECTIONS

U. OF M. NOTES

Secretary Mellon plans to expend
$200,(M)t).Odd in adding beautiful new
buildings to Washington. D. C. What
a lot of Indiana limestone that will
take, won't it!
... *

The officers and representatives of
the National Pan-Hellenic Council
for the coming year have been an
nounced: President, Doris Curtis;
secretary, Mildred Merrifield: treas
urer, Katherine Jackson. The rep
resentatives from the several sorori
ties are: Alpha Omega Pi, Kalherino
Jackson and Thelma Gibbs; Delta
Delta, Delta, Freda Crozier and Mar
garet Churchill Chi Omega, Inez
Watters and Caroline Cousins; Delta
Zeta. Mildred Merrifield and Esther
Moore; Pi 'Beta Phi, Louise Durgan
and Doris Baker; Phi Mu, Doris
Curtis; Kappa Psi, Vietolia Lolukis
and Alice Burr; Sigma Theta Rho,
Mary Weimer and Florence Herman:
9'igma Tau, Goldie Modes and Rose
Cox.
The "All Maine Women" chosen at
the annual banquet are: Aline Camp
bell , Rebecca
Matthews,
Alice
Bagley , Elizabeth
Mason, Ruth
Hasey,
Jean
Klerstead, Evelyn
Winslow, Hazel Parkhurst, Louise
Durgan, Estelle (“Stubby") Burrill,
and Margaret (“Spud") Churchill.

Some Tabulating!

j
,
!
j
.
1
j

The official vote for President in
1928 was 36,879.414. The vote of
April 26. of the Literary Digest's wetdamp-dry vote, was 3,705,742 or
10.04 per cent of the vote for President In 1928. Without faking into account the new voters since 1928, this
leaves a mere 89.95 plus per cent, or
33.173.672 voters to hear from! Let
the Digest tabulate that!
Jesse A. Tolman

“LAT THAME SAY" IN ABERDEEN

To walk the clean, grey granite
streets of Aberdeen, the Silver City
of Scotland, on a hot summer's day.
breathe sea air that has come al! the
way from the North Pole, is one of
the pleasures of a trip in Scotland.
Aberdeen's sea bathing along two
miles of broad golden sands, its
angling in the River Dee, its curious
antiquities, provide a score of amuse still can be seen over the door a dis
ments Letween porridge time and sun dalnful motto of one of its founders
set. At the Marischal College, the
“They half said, Quhat say they?largest granite edifice in the world. Lat thame say.”

Winning

real

FRIENDS BY
GIVING REAL
SATISFACTION

BLENDING VOICES

Harvard Male Quartet Pleas
ing Feature of Rubinstein
Concert

Ume to

change yer oil*
I

Refill with SOCONY today
OCR oil has been weakened by
driving in winter. Every time you

Socony man drain off the old oil and flush
out the crankcase with Socony Flushing
Oil. Road dirt and grit are bound to
used the "choke,” raw gasoline seeped
accumulate in the crankcase. Flushing is
down into the crankcase—diluting the
the only way—without taking down the
oil. Thinned oil is an actual menace to
motor—to remove this harmful gritty
your motor. It breaks down under the
substance. Don’t hesitate another day.
high temperatures in the cylinders. It
Have your oil changed today. And be
cannot form that film so essential to
sure it is a Socony lubricant that is put
sealing the piston rings and preventing
in. More motorists in New York and
the escape of power. It will not keep
New England use
metal parts from
Socony than use any
If you’ve been driving during the
grinding together.
cold
weather,
ask
your
Socony
other brand — simply
Change your oil to
dealer or Service Station man to
because Socony lubri
day and drive with
drain off the anti-freeze mixture
cants are of the very
smooth comfort this
from your radiator. This service
highest quality.
is free.
spring. Have the

Y

The audience which gathered at
the Congregational Church Thurs
day eveniftg listened with interest
and pleasure to the annual spring
concert of the Rubinstein Club pre
senting the Harvard Male Quartet of
Portland, composed of Herbert S.
Kennedy, first tenor: Ernest J. Hill,
second tenor; Howard R. Stevens,
baritone; and Hairy L. ^Eustis, bass,
assisted by Miss 'Bertha Luce, vio
linist, Mrs. Nettie Averill, pianist,
and Mrs. Faith G. Berry, organist
in trio numbers. Mrs. Ethel Lee
Hayden of Camden acted as accom
panist in an artistic manner for the
quartet and soloists..
The quartet displayed pleasing
voices that blended delightfully.
“Sylvia" was one of the high lights
as was the Handel number.
The
quartet responded to several encores
Mr. Kennedy showed that he is a
master of breath control and spun
tone. The Spross number was par
ticularly pleasing. Mr. Stevens' num
bers were done with interest
“Brown Men" by Braine. with its
splendid accompaniment, making a
direct appeal. Both Mr. Kennedy and
Mr. Stevens responded with encores.
Seldom could finer ensemble work
be found than done by Miss Luce,
Mrs. Averill and Mrs. Berry in their
two Selections. In every instance
they were absolutely as one. The
Bohm number was especially well
done, and it was most gratifying to
the audience to have it repeated. The
three artists reflected in every re
spect the justifiable pride entertained
for them by the Rubinstein Club of
which they are members.
Mrs. Dorothy Smalley. Miss Lucy
Marsh, Mrs. Vivian Hewett. Miss Alcada Hall, Mrs. Luda Mitchell and
Miss Elizabeth Creighton, attractive
in colorful evening gowns, ushered.

There can be little doubt of

ofcontrol over every type ofroad.

the warm friendship that Olds-

Continued economy that becomes

mobile and Viking owners accord

their cars. For Oldsmobile and

more apparent as time goes on.
Thoroughgoing dependability

Viking owners are quick to

over the months and the miles.

express their satisfaction . . .

These are the things that create

always ready and eager to rec

friendship for Oldsmobile and

ommend Oldsmobile and Viking

Viking. These, plus the vitally

to their friends and neighbors.

Assuredly it takes more than

important factor of honest value.
If you wish to learn more

mere close acquaintance with a

about the qualities of either of

motor car to build such loyalty.

these

And both Oldsmobile and Viking

among your friends who drive

have that “something more” in

them. Then come and see Olds

two fine cars,

inquire

a measure above the ordinary.

mobile and Viking yourself.

performance —

Drive them and know what they

at high speeds or hard pulling

can do. Prove to your personal

—in every phase of motoring.
Restful riding comfort and ease

satisfaction that each is a great

Brilliant

car—a real value —at its price.

Oldsmobile Six
Vikinc Eight

COHEN BROS. WANT YOUR

SOCONY

LIVE POULTRY
Will pay Highest Price
No lot too large; none too small

MOTOR OIL • AIRCRAFT OIL
LISTEN TO SOCONYLAND SKETCHES » KVER Y TUESDAY »7qoP. M. r STATIONS W EAE • WEEI >WSCH < WJAR rWTAOrWCY »WO«

THE STANDARD

OIL

COMPANY

OF

NEW YORK

MUNSEY MOTOR COMPANY
21 Limerock Street,

Rockland

Call Warren, Me. 2-3
or write, care of

C. W. McKellar
Warren, Me.
Reference: Any Poultry Reiter
112-tf
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